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FORWARD 

From 1978-1981 I served as the Assistant Air Liaison Officer 
(Assistant Air Attache), American Consulate General, Hong Kong, and 
from 1983-1987 served as the China Pol icy Officer, Head,quarters Uni ted 
States Air Force, Washington, D.C. During both assignments I had 
continuing opportunity to work with the U.S. aerospace industry as the 
China market began to open in the late 1978's, and as the 
opportunities for great advance appeared to present themselves in the 
1984-1985 time period. During the post-1978 period the US aerospace 
industry, as a segment of the broader business community, initiated 
large-scale efforts to move into China and capture this new market of 
enormous potential. This market, in many ways, has turned out to be 
an enigma, and it has yet to live up to its potential. 

This research project was undertaken to explore the views of a 
representative ·slice· of the US aerospace industry engaged in, or 
attempting to engage in, business activity with the People's Repub-lic 
of China (PRC). In particular, industry views were sought to assess 
the prospects for long-term US-PRC collaboration in the aerospace 
field. To accomplish this exploration I met with more than 148 
industry personnel, ranging in position from corporate chief executive 
officer and company presidents, to senior executives, to program 
managers and technical staff members, in all representing 22 aerospace 
companies and major operating divisions. During the course of travel 
in February/March 1988 I traveled to 16 of these corporate entities 
throughout the United States for briefings and discussions. The 
remainder of the interviews were conducted in Washington, D.C. 

The objective of my interviews and discussions was to provide a 
vehicle for the business sector, on a non-attribution basiS, to relate 
their experiences, assessments and comments on a broad range of 
issues. I have carried this non-attribution to the point of not 
including a list of the specific firms contacted for this study 
because of the frankness of views and proprietary information which 
was shared. This compendium of views and information will be of value 
not only to the business sector, but to government policy makers and 
others dealing with China issues. I have made every attempt to fairly 
consolidate the mass of aata and comments received into chapters 1 
through 6. Not all of the comments are complimentary, especially in 
regard to some aspects of U.S. Government policy and operations, and 
corporate lackings in conducting planning and executive business 
operations. Please don't shoot the messenger. 

My own thoughts and recommenda t ions are registered in the final 
sec t i on, Chap ter-:7 ... : For· t-h ooeoe OOIftDe!ll<-s C 110 ac.cept fu 11 • ••• • •• ••• • • • responsi bi I i ty.: • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• • ••• • •• • • • • • ••• •• 
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states' one US businessman. A new era of more considered and realistic 
appraisal of business opportunities appears to be the emerging theme 
in the US aerospace industry. The initial rush by the US aerospace 
industry to enter the Chinese marKet, with all its accompanying 
enthusiasm, has diminished as the realities of doing business in the 
Chinese context have become more apparent. 

Within the past two years a major rationalization process has 
begun to taKe shape in response to difficulties encountered in 
developing the China marKet. Exhorbitant (most say Rrip-off R) costs 
of doing business in China, the general lacK of profitability, the 
inability to repatriate scarce profits from joint venture operations, 
the frequent lacK of Chinese hard currency to fund major purchases, 
and the great uncertainties associated with doing business in a system 
in which it is very difficut to determine the end-user, much less the 
responsible purchasing organizations and decision maKing locii, have 
1 ed US indus try' to reconsi der the R how, U Rwhere, R Rwhy,· and ·when II of 
doing business with China. 

Despite a general lacK of widespread success and business 
profitability, the US aerospace industry remains widely optimistic 
about the longer term possibilities of doing large-scale business with 
China. China~s continuing modernization program spurs business 
opportunities for sales in infrastructure development areas 
(transportation vehicles and facilites, power generation, support 
services), while providing the means for creation of the capital 
wealth needed for liKely future Chinese programs and purchases, 
particularly in defense-related areas. 

At present only those large companies with sustained staying (and 
paying) power can afford the expenses as~ociated with marKet 
development costs and expenses to sustain even a modest in-country 
representation. While the vast majority of small US firms (across the 
business spectrum) have been driven out of the Chi~a trade by 
exhorbitant costs, a few smaller US aerospace firms with specialized 
products or capabilities have been successful in business efforts, 
providing relatively low-cost, high-quality solutions to high priority 
Chinese requirements, particularly in the defense sector. 

The difficulties and complexities in doing business with China 
has led to the creation of a new generation of ·China Traders,· 
individuals with extensive Knowledge of the country, language, and 
business environment -- to include the Chinese negotiating style. 
These traders are assuming greater importance as long-term 
associations with the Chinese, growth of respect, and access to 
important Chinese contacts are undertaKen in a traditional Chinese 
manner as inter~r'!!IQnel ~j.es"'(·9ua~xi.-·') .are...wQMen and interwoven. To 
do business in ~~i~4 ; Ip".·g~.term ~rs~ec'iv& tnead decades) and • •• • • • ••• 
commi tment must-_"e_AaJ:ie_:t~ ,.tJ1e.re1Jftiqns}1ip •• : -Hi thout that real, 
considered commitment to a long-term business relationship, the 
probability of success is considerably lessened, if not altogether 
eliminated. Vision becomes a critical factor in the long-term 
development of the US aerospace industry~s interaction with China. 
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business contact. In a :Pbl:i.ti·Cial: •• e:nie-.eh-).na-, :in:t~ ~es of US 
business, badly damaged its image as a responsible entity through its 
arms sales efforts in the Persian Gulf area. The objection is not so 
much that of being opposed to the arms sales, per se, but rather, 
to the consistent Chinese denial of such sales. US business views 
this Chinese policy as hypocritical and extremely damaging to the 
long-term relationship because of the fundamental distrust which such 
a position engenders. Similarly, Chinese attempts to covertly acquire 
US equipment and technologies and to ·use· US citizens of Chinese 
descent, risking greater US political repercussions, are viewed as 
short-sighted, stupid and extremely offensive. In US business eyes 
the US also has its problems: US policy towards China remains tightly 
pegged to current events in the relationship, suffering sine wave 
movement as short-term contentious issues are allowed toilmpact 
heavily on seemingly more fundamental US interests and longer term 
perspectives; USG munitions licensing is rife wih problem areas and 
inconsistency and is branded as a system which is too personality 
dependant. 

At the real-world level, there are many detractors to doing 
business with China beyond those already enumerated. Underdevelopment 
of the Chinese infrastructure, lack of trained and knowledgeable 
personnel across the entire aerospace spectrum, lack of qualified 
aerospace materials which could be used in production, lack of 
understanding of technology and Western business practice, and a 
myriad of other issues fundamentally affect commercial activity at the 
point where -the rubber meets the road.· 

Despite the detractors and problems inher*nt in doing business 
with and in China, it is the broad concensus of virtually every 
company interviewed that the China market represents, for the future, 
great potential for the US aerospace industry. There is a widespread 
belief within the US aerospace industry that the Chinese view the US~s 
position in this critical development area as that of world leader --_ 
now and into the out-years -- but that the reality of the US 
fulfilling that role is in question until long-term perspectives of 
the bilateral relationship are shaped and come to the fore. In the 
interim, the US aerospace industry will seek to position itself for 
the future, seize available near-term business opportunities, and work 
to prev~nt foreign capture of the market • 
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The broad concensus of US aerospace officials contacted during 
March/April 1988 is that the large Chinese aerospace market that US 
business anticipated several years ago has largely not· yet 
materialized. While some US firms have enjoyed significant sales and 
moderate success in market penetration, the American industry 
experience has by and large not been a favorable or profitable one. 
Despite the lack of movement at a rate US business would prefer to 
see, virtually all corporate representatives agree that there is a 
large aerospace/defense market extant for the future. The potential 
is there; the question is when. 

"Aerospace" covers a wide spectrum of activity and goods. There 
are at least three major categories of -aerospace" goods and services 
which apply to China~s growth and advancement within the "Four 
Modernizations Program:· 1) support of China~s economic 
infrastructure; 2) support of China~s own defense modernization; and, 
3) support of China~s efforts to earn hard currency to further 
undertake efforts in 1) and 2). The ·when R for support of China's 
economic infrastructure is well underway, however underfunded.the 
ongoing efforts may be. The ·when- for defense modernization is more 
problematic. While a few significant programs have been proposed on a 
government-to-government and on a commercial basis, little real 
movement has taken place due to low levels of funding. The ·when" for 
support of China~s efforts to earn hard currency is ongoing and 
appears to enjoy relatively high priorities. 

Infrastructure Development 

Infrastructure development isa high priority, particularl:,' in 
the aerospace areas of air transport aircraft, air traffic control 
systems, air navigation aids, airport facilities, passenger and cargo 
handl ing, and power generation equipment. The market potential for 
commercial aircraft remains large; however, foreign aircraft 
manufacturers are posing highly significant competition to US products 
( A i I" bu sIn du s t I" ie, Br az i 1 ) • 

This market is likely to expand in scope to include more 
commercial cargo airlift aircraft, additional buys of medium lift 
helicopters, and the first buys of true heavy lift helicopters capable 
of carrying out difficult infrastructure-building tasks unachievable 
with other resources. 

Joint programs to coassemble or coproduce commercial aircraft 
wi II remain hi~·tP pr:i(,rili:e6··0-f··tlSe: ef..:i~~~·:ajj'r-)Jspace industr>'; 
however, this O'~n~af· t15~i:ng. in(juit:ry :pri~r~:t)o:is in direct confl ict 

• •••• •• ••• ••• wit h the pI" i or i·t i 1f~ bf'· Ctfi I'l~s~· enti-u S"er'S wOO noeed I i ftc apab i 1 i t Y 
yesterday. 
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ai ds system and a modertl. -a1,r. 't~af.f.U:: !ci)fl·ts-cl : (~Tc:, !E-'y'iot:·em for heavy 
traffic areas (primarily China~s populated eastern seaboard). China 
requires extensive upgrades to airfields, related facilities, traffic 
control and passenger handling. 

Power generation equipment using derivative gas turbine 
engines are of high value to infrastructure developmen.t. The high 
output ratings of these units permit their use as either primary or 
supplemental power supplies to urban areas, factories and other 
facilities. 

Defense Modernization 

The Uwhen" of significant defense sales is, by general concensus. 
probably at least 3-5 years away, perhaps closer to the end of the 
century. The ·key element in this equation is a general feeling within 
part of the US industry with long business relations with the PRC that 
China does not now feel threatened. The lack of a perceived threat 
permits China to concentrate resources in general economic develoPment 
to provide the large modern industrial base which will support a 
future military. 

Military modernization efforts will largely be those which are 
directed at upgrading indigenously produced equipment with selected 
foreign technologies and components. Program cost will continue to be 
the critical element affecting Chinese decision-making. The Chinese 
will, however, continue to make selected purchases in the defense 
field. High-priority requirements which can be fulfilled at 
relatively low cost with high quality equipment wil I be negotiated for 
and purchased by the military with little hesitation or delay. 

As a generality, the military wants to buy a broad range of 
defense articles and equipment; however, foreign purchases are in 
direct contradiction to the needs and desires of P~C defense industry 
to produce equipment, turn profi ts, and seek to import foreign 
technology. And, like most other potential Chinese buyers, the 
People~s Liberation Army (PLA) has little hard currency available to 
it. 

Aerospace Sales to Earn Hard CurrencY 

Until the general collapse of oil prices, oil exports were a 
prime earner of Chinese foreign exchange. IncreaSing Chinese growth 
of exports in other areas (except for textiles) and a rapidly growing 
tourism industry have been important. Within the last few years a 
growing and ver~ ~gAifi~an~ eArg~.Af ~atR c~rrency has been Chinese 
export of arms: aroJno t~9 :"orJd,:~i ttl: lfI~st )"tC!ent attention fixed on 
the Persian Gu1j ~e;.i~J r~po~te& s;l@~ o~ t~inese Silkworm missiles i-' • .• • .. • ••• •• 
to Iran. Various estimates place the value of Chinese-produced arms 
(aircraft, missiles, tanks, artillery, small arms, ~unition, etc) at 
billions of dollars. In another area, China has made aggressive 
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effor t.s in the space 1 avn.ct'··at'~a; a~~i~l ~·st~f~:'·o:~ovi de launch 
services for internatio~~l:tu~t~er$.~s·~ ~~~~.g~ '~cBange earner. 

• •• •• e •• • ••• •• •• 
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China actively markets a wide variety of aircraft, aircraft 
components and associated weapons systems. This marKeting activity 
has been openly undertaken for several years by the China 
Aero-Technology Import and Export Corporation (CATIC), the buying and 
selling organization for the Ministry of Aviation (very recently 
consolidated with the Ministry of Astronautics). CATIC has offered 
for sale weapons systems <like the F-7 interceptor, for example) which 
are or will be upgraded with foreign-derived technologies and 
equipment. 

To date it appears that foreign sales programs have taKen 
priority over modernization of China~s own military forces and that 
export sales for hard cash are the major objective. China is 
increasingly seeking Third Country transfer approval as a condition (;If 
sale for imported equipments. This is a trend which is likely to 
grow. 

In the launch services area it is likely that the Chinese 
perceived a golden opportunity before them as the Space Shuttle, Delta 
and Arianne launch programs came to successive halts in the waKe of:t 
series of launch disasters. Aggressive movement to capture US pol iq .. 
decisions which would allow China to provide such services, without 
the transfer of rocket and satellite technoiogies, brought forward 
movement and some promising signs. China is investing heavi l)' to 
upgrade launch facilities and provide needed support infrastructure, 
to include insuring of launch vehicles and payloads. Whether this 
Chinese investment will payoff is difficult to predict with US and 
French launch programs coming back on-line and the Soviets now also 
heavily in competition • 

•• ••• • • • •• •• • • ••• • ••• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• • ••• • •• •• • • • • • • •• •• 
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According to one US aerospace industry executive, the key to 
aerospace sales in China is the answer to the question ·what can the 
infrastructure support?· Despite Chinese desires to leapfrog to an 
advanced technological and development state, there is a long, slow, 
expensive infrastructure-building process which will be underway for 
decades. The ability of the Chinese to assimilate technology, 
equipment and other services will undoubtedly move forward; however, 
the Chinese system can only accept change and growth at a finite rate. 
Ch i nese purchase of excess commerc i a I ai rcraf tis meant ng less, for 
example, if the aircraft cannot be effectively used because of 
physical inability to handle passengers, baggage and cargo. Expensi\!e 
idle resources will drain Chinese financial gains and the induced 
enmity will come back to haunt the seller. 

This situation argues in favor of the precept that you profit 
most when your customer profits most. In the Chinese context, 
establishment of a long-term relationship is critical to doing 
bUSiness, as the concept of Guanxi (interpersonal relations) is 
paramount in a societal context of building trust and interdependency. 
Long-term cooperation yielding good results forms the basis for mutual 
trust and confidence. As that process takes place you increasingly 
enjoy a predominant role. The Chinese prefer to deal with old, 
trusted friends, generally shying away from the new and untested if 
there exists an option to do so. 

Creation of the climate in which to conduct business with the 
Chinese is not magical or a black art; but it does require an 
overabundance of patience and a willingness to err on the side of 
humility. Fast moving flim-flam may on occasion win a contract, but 
when the true situation is disc~ered, the fast win almost inevitably 
becomes a Phyrric victory. 

The company, company leadership, and program managers must 
have an eye to the long haul and must work to keep short-term 
oscillations from adversely affecting the fundamental basis of the 
relationship. Long-term association and commitment creates the 
environment within which trusted friends can maintain a continuing 
association and relationship. Business activity tends to flow 
rather than having to be sought out and seized. Each party uses the 
other to his advantage. 

The degree to which companies have devoted time and effort to 
corporate market analysis, planning functions, development of a 
structure to p~sue bu~~e~~ QRer~tJRn~, ~nd brought on board capable 

•• •• •• ~ _4L. •• 
manpower resouorees.hoas .a.Uolr~t b4ar(n~ :on :tttcc abi Ii ty of the compan).' 
to undertake ~;ints:S.;;:.for·\s:. ~~e dej~ee·:tb :Which the company is . ••• •• • • ••••• willing to pursue this activity, expen resources, exert "active 
patience" and maintain constancy in policy and orientation wil I 
largely determine long-term success or failure. 
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Companies must recognize that, while pushing a standard product line 
may be the traditional method of operation, it may, however, be 
totally inappropriate in the Chinese context if China has no current 
need for those products. Blind marKeting of products will be costly 
and largely nonproductive. Some companies which are not extensively 
diversified, particularly in the defense production field, will be 
particularly frustrated if they sticK with traditional sales 
approaches because of the oversophistication of their available 
systems, usa licensing problems, and Chinese near-term inability to 
fund high cost purchases. Companies must read Chinese requirements, 
motives, financial abilities, and politics correctly if they hope to 
be successful. This requires extensive information-gathering and 
long-term meaningful contact with potential buyers and end-users. 
Long-term corporate approaches to the market and commitment to doing 
business with China will be Key to success. 

US Business Commitment 

Representatives of many US aerospace companies cite great 
corporate difficulty in determining the ideal degree of corporate 
commitment to the potentially large, but perpetually problem-ridden 
China marKet. Many companies have, either intentionally or 
unintentionally, committed themselves to a long-term marKet 
development approach. Others tOOK a short-term IItry it and see" 
approach. Some of these companies are largely out of the China 
marKet, are currently evaluating their positions, or have replaced the 
original short-term appproach with a longer view. Nearly all of the 
companies have been unsuccessful in realizing profits in their 
business with China. Most, if not all, have rationalized this lack of 
profitability as a sacrifice made to ng~t a foot in the door." 

US aerospace, however, is increasingl y keying on the requirement 
to maKe a profit in China. The growing view is that business must 
show a profit; that the sales or programs must be big enough in size 
to get corporate attention and justify. the riSK of participation. 
China is in danger of losing its attraction to US industry for a 
variety of important reasons above and beyond the near-term fiscal 
shortfalls restricting sales of US goods and services (discussed later 
in Chapter 5, IIDetractors From Aerospace Cooperation n). The 
implication is a potential decreased commitment to doing business with 
China in the near-term (until China measureably improves the business 
climate) and a resultant movement to develop other, more profitable, 
business ventures which are widely available on the world marKet. 
Corporate leaders are under increasing pressure to show why their 
companies are pouring large amounts of scarce money and manpower 
resources into ealev.lopil'lQ a..ma.r,.kj?\ ~i cJl J.~ not produc i nQ revenue, .. .. . "". _.. . .. -
when those s~:r9«ourcE~ QD~i~:al~o~C a~~~ere else would produce 

~.. ... .- . . ~ . 
profits. This·.rfIor.. :tr.~ttj..en~~ vPew.W69 e·~p;'Qssed by one executive as 

~ . .. ... .. 
the companyis desire to do business in China that maKes sense for it 
to pursue; but at the same time, the company would not give in' to 
Chinese demands, and the company wonit enter into any joint ventures 



• 
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How, then, does a company do busi ness inCh ina? There are I~rea t 
conflicts at hand. On the one hand, the continuing specter of 
relative non-profitability. On the other hand, the need (if the 
company is looKing long-term) to maintain a presence and activity 
level which permits development of the long-term linkages and 
associations needed to ultimately do significant business, and to 
deny the marKet to competitors. There are formal and informal 
government pressures from each side encouraging business and other 
relationships for national level political and commercial reasons. 
Frequently, personal ties and commitments made at all levels of 
company management and operations ultimately drive company decisions 
and commitments, often in illogical business directions where 
individual and collective ego predominates. 

Chinese approaches contribute to the problem. Small Chinese buys 
<driven primarily by limited foreign exchange and a continuing 
national objective to be self-sufficient) and the desire to obtain the 
maximum in technology transfer, support services, participation and 
offset trade (to name a few) pose great problems for large US 
corporations whose very largeness requires I arge-VOI ume, high-value 
business. Exhorbitant costs of doing business in China (many in the 
US aerospace industry describe as Drip-off D) have driven out the vast 
majority of small US firms with specialized products or capabilities 
which could have provided relatively low-cost solutions/alternatives 
for many of China/s modernization requirements. The flexibility, 
innovativeness and ability to move quiCKly which characterizes these 
smaller firms has been largely supplanted by large corporate. 
entitities which have the staying (and paying) power to continue to be 
represented and operate in the China business environment. 
Unfortunately, however, these large companies cannot afford to put 
long-term high-value potential programs_at risK with more immediate 
low-cost direct application solutions to specif,ic Chinese needs. 
Neither are th~y particularly interested in or well-equipped to handle 

.small relatively low-value programs. 

The Chinese have also been blind to the emotionalism which 
surrounds this business cost issue. There is a perceived difference 
in US industry between "expensiveD and Drip-off· costs of doing 
business. US businessmen understand that conducting business in some 
locations will be DexpensiveD for a variety of reasons; however, a 
strong emotional respons~and bad feelings of ill will ensue when the 
costs are unreal and the methods of exacting those costs are arbitrary 
and transparent. Chinese effort~ to soaK foreign businesses for every 
hard currency dollar available has turned out to be a textbooK example 
of short-term thinKing, thinKing which over the long-term is likely to 
cost China many-fold the near-term revenue results. 

.. .... .. .. .... ... , ~ .. 
These faC:tbrs: ~Il :h~,,-e ~ bECt~inJl eOlIII oi)Wo-lompanies do business in 

Ch i na. For tt:EN. r ·b~r te
; ,. t -pp~~(r, ttla.t: th; :C, i nese, as a cu I tura 1 

••••• 1* ••• ••• •• • • • 
entity and as a bUSIness group, worK·~e~·ti~. to establish rapport 
and develop linKages. Their continuing association with various 
segments of the industry is an extensive effort to find out the 
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technical and other strQQgt.Qp wi t.hin .th4ih iA,.:hJostr-yl .. Thte¥ typicall y 
seek to visi tall poteni!ill:.canpeti t:o;.seto·.eVaJtJa'e!.tt-.=e, I" capabi I i ties 

• •• • • ••• • ••• •• •• and attempt to discern an~.aSgeS9 t~'r ~or.~~~te.·~. ~~Aths and .. ... . .... i.. ~. -w v ~ 

staying power -- to feel the "vibes." As an end result they hope to 
know who has the best product and who offers the greatest potential as 
a cooperative business partner. This process has been ongoing in 
recent years and will continue, becoming more sophisticated as the 
Chinese understand more of Western business culture and practice. 

This approach calls for patience on the part of US business. As 
the Chinese go through this exploration process the most valuable 
approach a US company may undertake is a conscious decision not to 
push a product line, but rather, to assist the Chinese side in 
defining their requirements and proposing workable avenues to meet 
requ i remen ts, keepi ng in mi nd the rea 1 it i es of the Ch i nese si.tua t ion. 
Companies which can provide objective, honest, forthright assistance 
may not, as it turns out, have the appropriate product 01" service 
available and therefore no prime role in a given project; however, 
that objective effort will be remembered (as an obligation) and is 
likely to be rewarded at some time. 

The point was made at the beginning of the chapter that building 
mutual trust and confidence is key to developing the long-term 
relationship. Without that trust and confidence in place, any 
business dealings undertaken will be tentative and potentially 
volatile until a condition of respect and trust is established. 
Several US companies have made a corporate dedication to "patience," 
accepting at senior levels within the company that some things cannot 
be forced, that there will be no -hard-sell- approach, and dedicating 
the organization to a long-term effort to establish a firmly based 
working relationship with the company's potential customers. These 
companies have also purposely assigned/recruited personnel with long 
experience in the Pacific to undertake their China business efforts. 

The uniqueness and demands of doing business with China has led 
to the reappearance of a new generation of "China Traders," 
individuals with extensive knowledge of the country, language, and 
business environment -- to include the Chinese negotiating style. 
These traders are assuming greater importance as long-term 
associations with the Chinese, growth of respect and understanding 
takes place, and access to important Chinese contacts are undertaKen 
in a traditional Chinese manner as interpersonal ties (HGuanxi H) are 
woven and interwoven. The Trader must be successful in preaching and 
selling the long-term view to his home office. To do business in 
China a long-term perspective (read decades) and commitment must be 
made to the relationship. Without that real, considered commitment to 
a long-term business relationship, the probability of success is 
considerably lessened, if not altogether eliminated. 

The Trader walks a continuing tightrope between the Chinese on 
one side and .·~6~Orat~ ~~~it~.on.t~e.o\~~r •• both ends of a spectrum . ~ . .. ... 
continually i.-:a &tlta:o.~·ill5~,:·""hi,e <fea~~n21 with the Chinese is 

•• •• •• •• • ••• ti' 
always challen~i"9,.t ...... eglteatest.t:ha:J 1'~9i!'! t~ the trader often is that 
of attempting to be heard. A major task of his is to evangelize to 
the corporate leadership the long-term view, articulating the need to 
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dampen ou t sin e wave h ot.-c ee1ed <4: ell! denc i ego aoo. n~" I'W' ., -t .. ,.m i tis. n For t •• ••• ••• • •• ~. ~ ~ •.. 
examp Ie, sen i or corpora~e: t~a~ert vt~i t· .Gh;J1. ,:·be2:¢Ilae :ettamored wi th 
the country and quicI<IY:l1ec:s:rn~.·"e:P'iOa: i'~i'.~~,!, r~4~.h:il· high level of 
enthusiasm and expectation, and in the spirit of the moment, make 
verbal commitments to the Chinese. This enthusiasm and high level of 
expectation often begins to erode with the passage of time as expected 
follow-on proposals or contracts sit in suspended animation, go to 
other cOmpetitors or dissolve entirely. To the trader goes the 
unenviable tasl< of worl<ing the problem, a problem now further 
exacerbated by the reduction or disappearance of senior level interest 
and suppor t. 

The situation described is not a spurious, lightly stated 
situation, particularly in companies enjoying degrees of success. The 
traveled, involved senior corporate leaders have a tendency, because 
of their new-found interest, to become heavi ly and directly involved 
(unbidden) in business operations and marketing. International sales 
directors and program managers find the limelight placed on them. 
Weekly briefings for the corporate center, "what have we done TODA-"'?," 
·what is the status TODAY of program x_y-z?a Those working the direct 
issues, like the Trader, attempt to moderate the views of the 
corporate center through education of the reality of the marKet place. 
Unfortunately, relate many of the expert middle level corporate 
management, there is little senior corporate recognition of the 
long-term nature of most business dealings with the Chinese. 
Corporate leaders may press for results today; however, often the US 
company cannot dr ive the ac t i on, must use pat i ence and wai t for_ the 
Chinese to decide and act. When setbacKs do occur, often the same 
corporate leadership will lose interest and a rapid loss of healthy 
senior level support and backing suddenly taKes place, throwing the 
China effort into a tail spin. In short, many corporations have not 
yet inculcated a long-term view. 

•• •• • • ••• • ••• • • •• ••• • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• •• • • • • • •• ••• • ••• • •• •• 
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As I began this project I had what turned out to be a major 
misconception regarding the way US businesses conducted their 
business. Coming from a military culture where intensive planning is 
the fundamental basis of survival and success, I was quite unprepared 
for the tremendous disparity between business groups in regard to 
planning. I encountered companies who expended considerable time and 
resources on planning, achieving results which I (personal view) felt 
to be excellent and enlightened, to situations at the other end of the 
spectrum which I felt to be wholly inadequate. As one executive I 
interviewed mused, the real value of building a plan is not to have it 
on the shelf. On the shelf it does you no 900d and is constantly 
being outdated by change. The real value of a plan is the forcing 
function which requires that concrete objectives and goals be 
formulated and tested for adequacy, that the underlying assumptions be 
questioned and examined, and that the resources needed to carry out 
the plan are available and adequate. In short, building a plan 
requires a conscious focus on goals, objectives, means, risk-taking, 
rewards, and consequences. 

The following are a sampling of US aerospace company approaches 
regarding planning for the China market: 

Long-term strategy: -Keep on pushing.-

Marketing plan is simple: -Get the sale and see where it 
leads. • 

General, not detailed, structural plan extending out 3 years. 

No strategic plan; reactionary;_watch what USG willing to 
do, then take action. 

No strategy; no clear sense of how to proceed; will pursue 
near-term big winners. 

Strategic plan; dismantled bureaucratic corporate planning 
system to be more responsive; uses plan as general direction. 

Clear list of strategies and specific implementation plans 
from which to pursue business in coordinated effort. 

These approaches cover the full spectrum from ·we're lost" to another 
extreme where the company had well prepared, researched and workable 
plans to achieve specifically articulated goals. More than outlining 
just what they pI anned to achieve, the pI anning process had aI-so 
revea 1 ed those th i ngs wh i ch the s:.omp'aQY. ttl'.l t. i i.£o~.l d not ach i eve or .. .... .. . .. .". 
sh ou I d not en gage i Jl '" •• ::: : : • : • • •• .. :: .:: .... . .... :.:.::: 

~. ... ....... ... .. 
•• ••• • ••• • •• • 
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Some of the strong:~pt~1·j~ p\a~~i~g·~~o~s)~~·~·pbserved during 
company vi si ts are ou t I tn)?d· hEtre: :.: •• ..::. ::. :: 

• •• ••• •• • ••• •• •• •• ••• • ••••••• •• •• • ••••• 
Eliminating a bureaucratic, overly-structured planning 
process in which the process becomes the end in itself. 

Replacing a bureaucratic planning process with a concept plan 
written at the "expert" level, circulated to and reviewed by 
senior corporate leaders, revised with their comments ~ 
differences between views of corporate leaders and "expertsD 
settled before the plan is implemented. 

Company establishment of a division dedicated to dealing with 
China (with all required major areas of expertise included) 
which undertakes both planning and implementation functions. 

As a result of planning process, established an informal 
network among principal corporate leaders/managers dealing 
with China issues. Result: powerful tool. 

The biggest difference between planning and non-planning companie~ 
which I observed was, simply, that the planning companies had a much 
clearer (but not transparent!) view of where they were going and how 
they were going to get there. 

As a result of the planning functions accomplished by several of 
the companies a significant number of business requirements were 
identified for the companies to effectively pursue their defined 
objectives. A few of these follow: 

The criticaJ need for good information. Who are the players, 
end-users, decision-makers? What are the real requirements'? 

Requirements for continuing in-country representation. 

Requirements for in-country program support. 

Assessment of Chinese capabilities in specific areas. 

Corporate strategy on offset trade and profit-making. 

Risk-taking in business operations. 

Identification of competitors, competitor efforts. 

Possible corporate initiatives. 

Once the parameters and information gaps had been determined, 
companies were much more successful in effectively moving forward. 
The succeeding paragraphs will discuss in.g~ea~~r ~etail the 

~. ~ .. .. . ...... 
requ i remen ts areas .1·ts·I:~Oe abO"ee. : :.: :.: ::: 

•• •• •• e. • •• • ••••• 
•• ••• ••• • •• • •• .. .. .. . .. e.- ...... . 

Good informaticm -i..'! trtt'tc\~ ~o effective business operations, 
particularly in China/s still relatively closed society. Businesses 
find operating extremely difficult because of the unknowns surrounding 
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who they are dealing wi'_, .t~e.f~eq~e~t·~~er~tjve~~~~·fnd the 
vertical ized structure df: '~e :Cfli:nege· blJl""eall t"9.- teo 'act 2Ahi:CO i tsel f often . .. . . ... ~ ~~-. 
has little lateral insi~Q-t:illd.~i:~jqn~ •• f)~~Pi:tt tOeC.la:t.~ of knOl)./ledge, 
most companies deal ing in China do not effectivel y' use their own 
resources to piece together the Chinese environment. Company 
travelers often do not keep good records of who they meet, Chinese 
organizational affiliation and their superiors, Chinese requirements, 
stated interests, etc. Worse, when they return to the home office, 
most companies do not have a knowledgeable mechanism in-place to 
debrief the travelers and incorporate the newly-obtained information 
into company holdings. Each traveler frequently becomes his own 
information stack, and often very little of it circulates into the 
corporate memory. 

The question of in-country representation is probably one of the 
biggest headaches for US business. Out-of-sight costs have driven the 
US business communi ty presence down markedl y in the I ast two ;;ear·-:; .. 
More than a few companies have eliminated their US personnel presence 
altogether, leaving a caretaker office in the hands of Chinese 
nationals, or leaving representation altogether in the hands of an 
agent or a trading firm. Unfortunately, these options are far fr9ID 
ideal. Chinese nationals, obtained through FESCO (Foreign Employment 
Service Company), generally have some English language capability but 
are unlikely to have much business experience. Their function is 
largely to keep the office warm, support company team visits into 
China, and maintain links and lines of communication with Chinese 
organizations and personalities i Use of agents, consultants and 
trading firms all have an inher,nt drawback as well. By and large the 
Chinese do not like to deal through intermediaries and do not want to 
pay the extra (·unneeded U

) middleman~s costs. 

Costs of maintaining a Beijing office are great. The fo! lowing 
general figures show the cost spectrum from a sampl ing of corpor."te 
experiences (Note: Manning: one US persQn. Includes cost of office, 
salary, housing, benefits, Chinese taxes, administrative and 
entertainment costs, and small local staff): 

Low end: $2S9,999/yr 

Medium: $399-499,999/yr 

High: $S99,999/yr 

Compan i es are faced wi th ,basi c dec i si ons regardi ng the degree and 
extent of commitment to build and develop their business cooperation 
and at what cost. As a representative of one large corporation 
stated, however: ·We can~t afford NOT to have a body on board in 
Beijing n regardless of the cost. Unfortunately, not every company has 
the f i nanc i a I power to make that determi na t i·on • 

• •• •••• ••• • ••• •• 
Reportedly, fo,ffi"'.s :invesbnen-t ifl.:Chtn~:de<:l)rled 55/; in 1986 and ,...,.... .. .... .. .... 

a further 15""';; in 1"'~,tf ••• A:s a: r:eS'qI~,. Olclny.ccrapal"fie9 are reducing their' .. . .. . . ." ... .. 
in-country presence·t~·th~·!b~o,ute minimum to maintain on-gOing 
programs and provide representation. Some of this movement is not 
only in response to high costs, but to the "hostage n situation in 
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wh i c h some of the c ompan:ie~s: ·p'e.~ e; vee .\ hp"'s,;~~ • -t: ~ Z1~;: ·t,h a tis, the 
more in-country personn~l :a~d ~he)r "~p~d~t~:·t~e:~o~d leverage the 
Chinese have (to control:."ehts·,.·t~e2s: .ullPA~e:~ondi2:.ioofl.S on contract=.~ 
etc) because any reaction by the company could be very expens.ive. 
Some of the companies withdrawing from Beijing are also bypassing Hong 
Kong to avoid this problem of being a "hostage" in China and the 
further ambiguity of the 1997 turnover of Hong Kong to Chinese 
control. As discussed briefly earlier, these conditions are impacting 
heavily on corporate groups, resulting in cost-cutting· ad lessened 
representation in China. 

Development of in-country programs requires considerable 
corporate attention to details of the company~s involvement. Again, 
like a representative office in-country, establishment of a program 
support base is extremely expensive to establish and maintain. The 
Chinese often attempt to obtain support services as a no-pay adjunct 
to negotiated contracts. The cost of these services can break the 
company's financial back if not properly anticipated and 
cost-controlled. 

As a part of business planning the company must correctly as~ess 
Chinese capabilities to use the products which are sold. The degree 
to which this assessment is accurate will, like support services, have 
the po t en t i a 1 to soak up r esou r c es i f the c ompan y mu s t pou r i n f IJ n din g 
and support to prop up Chinese technical, facility or personnel 
training deficiencies. Host US companies interViewed were very strong 
in their convnitments to see. on-going and projected programs succeed. 
But, failure to assess the environment can cost the c9mpany dearly. 

US companies are becoming more heavily involved, not just in 
China but worldwide, in offset trade requirements as a condition of 
sales. Reportedly, more than gee US companies across the commercial 
spectrum are now so engaged. The degree of success which the 
aerospace companies achieve in this area is going to be directly tied 
to their capability to organize effectively, plan realistic business 
operations, and execute those operations. At present, most companles. 
view offset requirements as a detrac~or to business efforts. (Note: 
for fur ther di scussi on of offset trade, see Chapter 5). In addi t i on, 
companies must take deliberate, studied views regarding requirements 
for business profitability. Host companies have found themselves in 
an unprofitable position (sometimes big time) without having duly 
considered in advance the go-no go limits for their commitment. In 
many cases this has been a result of lower than normal sales prices to 
get the foot in the door; in other cases, the unexpectedly high costs 
of doing business and the unnegotiated contract Hextras" have caught 
them shor t. . 

Not everything can be known about doing business in China and, in 
fact, the opposite is more nearly the truth. Risk-taking is a big 
e 1 emen tin the Ch i na market. Wha t wi J 1. tJ\e J:o~an~ sunk cos ts be a. t .. ..... .. .. .. . "-
the point of doing rea •• busifl~s~, ,nd:~he~,·~f ~~~usiness does 
~aterial~ze, will t~~ ttti~~-,~~r.~r~:.iJ:.:cb~".i:g.!in~~h to ~ecoup the 
Intervening costs a~ ~l'l··~ro~uce an overall pro+lt? Risk-taking 
goes beyond the profit statement. It also is present each time a 
business initiative or program is anticipated. Is the company able to 
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foresee all the importa ..... ~~eCJt9t that n.~~~ -_lM:oI!e:-ts:·<;onsiderabl e . .. ... .. ~ ~ 
risK in most curren t Ch i:"fS!E' ~0~am.\1 0'i'c~~s,. :thfr~ i). :::let on J y a 
shadow-th i ck veneer of tlli ~?E' _@~,r) tns-.~ AI1d! 4xp~s1I.r.e:_to Wes tern 
methods and a grea t number of unKnowns on the Ch i neseo ·~i de. 

Business effort in any commercial environment must taKe into 
account the activities of the competition. China does not offer a 
unique environment in this regard; however, the degree of 
secretiveness and the relatively closed nature of the society make it 
more difficult for business to assess well the nature of competition, 
especially from foreign sources. As an element of a market denial 
tactic, the US business must be aware of the movements of competitors. 
This is particularly important because of the Chinese practice of 
playing off competitors against one another. Knowing the existence of 
the other players maKes it more possible to successfully avoid 
becoming a pawn in the middle. 

A final issue that I will address in this section is that part of 
corporate planning which results in a companyJs selection of 
initiatives which will supplement the core business operations; that 
is, efforts to highlight the companyJs existence, technical excelJence 
and responsiveness to the China marKet. For instance, the fol lowing 
list represents a compendium of types of initiatives which a wide 
variety of companies have implemented for these purposes. They are: 

Chinese engineers worKing at US company to learn management 
theory/sKills and gain practical worK experience. 
Chinese engineers worKing in US on new aircraft programs. 
On-site training programs (1-2 year duration). 
Cooperative interchanges with PRC organizations. 
US company-provided scholarships to study in US. 
Technical lecture series conducted by US specialists 
at Chinese universities. 
Consulting programs. 
Free training as a part of all proposals. 
Corporate management training programs. 
Sponsoring Chinese senior leadership/management visits. 
Organizing high tech fairs. 
Include PRC as a partner in international collaborative 
projects. 

While these initiatives provide considerable visibility to the 
company, it is not yet clear whether any of these initiatives have had 
a clear, significant impact on business. Several companies 
interviewed expressed that such programs have proven to be largely a 
one way street and costly to implement and maintain. The irony is 
that, often the Chinese want to expand the scope of these programs! 
Despite the lacK of indication of clear advantage to the US compan>-', 
some companies continue to maintain the programs for the purposes of 
maintaining the companyJs ima~e of c~iJ~e~t ~ ~ing business in 
Ch i na on a 1 ong-term:b-aii6, ~;u,de -to: eKeM fr:ol'n :cr4al J!ng the ' .... aves of 

• t • e." .~ •••• e 
Ch i nese reac t i on th~ 1 ctqu~ deJ?JtslfEi ..... n.om!a Get:l-si em- ~o c ance I an . . . .. .. . ...... . 
ex i s tin g c omm i tmen t ... e. - • -- e 
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This chapter will address a large body of collective thoughts, 
presented in "bullet" format, that impact heavily on the China market. 
These points, or issues, represent a broad cross-section of activity 
in the aerospace field and, therefore, are rather free ~oaming and 
wide-ranging in nature. They are: 

The Ma~ket 

One company draws a black and white co~po~ate distinction between 
commercial and military sales 

Defines thei~ dealings with communist countries: 
Commercial: business wi th a "cent~al pI anned econom~'u 
Military: sales to a "communist count~y" 

Corporate sensitivity to doing business with China 
Most companies have largely ove~come basic ~eluctance in doing 
business with a communist country 

However, corporate senior-level opposition/~esistance is 
occasionally still a factor 

One company: formed a company ~egistered in China to handle 
business· 

Many US aerospace companies have product lines which limit sales 
potenti a I : 

Top of the line US/NATO sytems 
Too sophisticated for China 
Too expensive 
Not exportable to China 

Technology advancing so ~apidly these systems unde~ 
constant upgrade. 

Dec~ease ~n number of qolder q versions which will 
realistically be available for export 

Military and space areas have declined somewhat in recent past 
Market for C31 large, but unsophisticated 

Chinese leadership enamored with "big screens· (a comment 
that senior-level decision makers are caught up with the 
flashiness of modern technology, ~ather than practical needs 
based on actual ~equirements) 

Sa J e of m i J i tar y equ i pmen t will con tin u e to be an u ph i I J ba ttl e 
China wants tech transfer 
US policy must pe~mit 
Chinese will inc~easin9lY ~a~t J~i~~ Cou~\~~.sales app~oval 

•• ••• • •• ••• 8". .. .. ... : ... . . . .. .. .. .. -. . .. . ..... 
As a resul t of PTObl-t$ Utd lack .otf .bu9il'l~s~ :if'l.:defense a~eas: 

••• & a.. .. · .. .. 
Some US defen~~ ~&mpanles now selectively seeking to get into 
non-defense sales arena 
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Much of China"s buyinp.i::r·r~dlJml~.~ouf"U(IU .. d bY ~·.mul ti tude 
. t· t' • ••• • • •• • • ••• ••• •• 0+ en lIes • •• • • ••• • • ~. •• •• 

Little or no thou~t ~~v~ ~ £(aAda~~i~;tiJn:.o:~ermit 
eventual integration of systems 
Chinese tend to build from bottom up 

Need to develop master plans first 

Because of huge investment required and technical levels 
needed it wi 11 be vi r tua 11 y necessary for Ch i na to ·team wi th 
foreign countries and companies in many areas 

Requirement for partnerships 
However, China brings weak technological base and is 
not considered a full partner in this area 
And, because of lack of financial resources, is not 
seen as a full partner because cannot make necessary 
financial contribution 

China;s loan rating very good 
For example, 747 transport aircraft purchases 

Lots of financing opportunities available 
Chinese have some of best finance people in world 
No problem getting financing 

General view that Chinese uphold their end of contracts well 
To the letter, and demand the letter and more 

PRC closely examining US methodology/organization copying 
Making widespread institutional changes based on interaction 
wi th industry 

US companies increasingly willing to accept smaller, 
non-majority holdings in joint ventures 

Percentage isn't as important as ultimate payback, and offset 
credits which are obtainable 

This approach promises to decrease friction concerning 
Chinese sensitivity to foreign holdings in China 

US company with high visibility program: 
Willing to put whatever it takes into program to put out 
superior product, see program succeed 

Big name/face opportunity 
Use as foothold into business and Chinese structure 

Must establish solid reputation 
Deliver what you promise 

One company proposes a distributorship program 
Parts, support for a particular type aircraft 
Program will phase in to correspond to build up of 
sY'stem in China 
Provide trainin~ to. Ch.iQe~~ •••• ••• • ••• •• 
Likely compan:i:p";ir.: fCO--:cCffs)?t Med;t· ';or:t"iininQ . .. . . .. . . II... -
provi ded, in i:tt a r:~r'6 .suliP I,? -i .,vert t~y.,.:e"t.<! 

•• ••• • ••• ••• •• • Part of PRC~s Investment in distributorship is tooling, etc 
Eventually requires transfer of blueprints and specs 

USG licensing will be required 
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Potential program trap~.r8~~i.ement.fo~.fa~ ~~.~~a~Aing of • •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• Chinese personnel than.i5.eu~re~tl~ ftn~ic;n~t~ ~~.fun. ~ed 
• •• • • ..... I ..---.............. .. 
• •• ••• •• • ••• •• •• •• ••• • ••••••• •• •• • ••••• 

Some US companies believe in concept of developing PRC 
manufacturing relationships early 

Don/t wait for specific offset requirements to be raised 
Instead, take offensive to assist in developing Chinese 
subcontractors, who, in turn, will produce revenue (hard 
currency) 

Can eliminate requirement for offset trade 

China advertises low labor rates as an incentive for cooperation 
However, China frequently becomes non-competitive by the time an 
add-on wrap-around rate (funding support for entire factory 
infrastructure instead of simple direct product labor cost) 

Some Chinese enterprises, however, have become competitive 
Espec i a 1 I Y when US company doesn ,. t c.ave in tel Ch i nes~ 
demands for concessi ons, • ex tras, II etc 

Military deals with Poly Technologies present generally 
moved quickly 

Good Chinese compliance with contracts, on-time payments 

One company: 2 tech reps on direct hire by PLA 

Foreign Military Sales (FMS) 
One view: don't see customer wanting to go other than FMS 

For large defense programs: 
See as indication of feeling more comfortable dealing 
wi th USG 
PRC not yet comfortable in the international market 
Can beat on USG when not satisfied 
Industry can also use USG as shield 

Another view: Chinese do not like FMS because they feel: 
System too slow, cumbersome, bureaucratic 
Continuity is bad because of frequent personnel turnovers 

By con trast, Ch i nese of ten assi gned to "a program for life 
Do not yet truly trust contracted-for results 
FMS programs tied, and vulnerable to, day-to-day swings in 
the bilateral atmosphere 

Chinese fear US will cut them off from spare parts, 
etc, for systems, weapons sold to China by US 

Growth of a hard-core group of US businessmen with an extensive 
knowledge of, and experience in working with, China 

Modern day ·China Traders· 
- Preaching profi tabi 1 i ty, firm deal ing, to parent companies 
Chinese will increasingly encounter this group 

Contradiction: often in-coun~r¥ re~ ~gQQre~ or not consulted 
•• •••• •• •• • ••• by cor por a t i 0101 .cenot 4!r/t e:a~er$h i ".: :.. • •• 
•• •• • • • •• • • • ••• :: -:: .:: . ... . .... : .. 
•• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• •• 
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Probable corporate tre~ds.~aree tONaro mev..Nn·ea~" • •• ••• ••• • a~·~ ., ~t)Jltract 

Profi tabl e···· · · .. · · ..... . • •• • • ••• • ••• •• 
I f con t r ac t won·' t be: ",",Ol.i t f\'b :~, : c):Irp~Q ~ ~e2"l t a!I hI. 
to walK 

- Each deal should stand alone 
Maintain business balance 

nBottom linen 

Negotiating with the Chinese 

• • • • 
~,,·epared 

Chinese are tough negotiators, but are often unrealistic 
Concluding a contract is only the first part of the Chinese 
negotiation 

Chinese attempts to get Hadd-ons" at end of negotiations, or 
after negotiations are complete, contract signed 
Chinese don-'t give an~lthing away; expect give-a""ays 

Chinese plan extensively for meetings 
Very structured in approach 

Chinese meaning of a word is what the dictionary says 

Regardless of claims, PRICE still seems to be the greatest 
driving factor (to the Chinese) 

Chinese view negotiations as a HpacKage H 
Wi 11 negotiate the contract 99.9"/., then 'add addi tional 
requirements or insist on ancillary concessions, training, 
other 8soft8 areas 

Many times constant re-review of points thought by US 
company to have been completely settled 

Now brought up again in context of larger aspect of 
contract being negotiated: new iteration 

nWhen a deal is a deal, is it a deal?" 

In any negotiation, the US company should/must have a pre
established bottom line 

Must be prepared mentally to walK out of a bad business 
situation 

One company: policy is not to Hgive U things away in China 
Labeled by Chinese as 8arroganta 
- Chinese unhappy 
- Long-term impact 
However, over long term company-'s policy may be successful 
in supporting profitability 

• • • •• ... • .. ••• • ••• •• •• ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • •• • • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • .. • ••• •• •• ••• • ••• • •• •• • 
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• • ~P-r;ERt 5. • • ••• •• " • 
• •• ••• •• c • •• • 

••• •• • • • • ••• • • •• • • ••• • •• • • • •• • • ••• • ••• • • • • 
DETRACTORS ~~ct1.Af;~~P'~J: ~"OF.!~l 10" • • " ••• •• 

This chapter is dedicated to highlighting a large number of 
issues which fall into the general category of Udetractors;" that is, 
conditions or practices which are not beneficial to cooperation in the 
aerospace field. I have laid these issues out in a Pbullet U type 
format for readability. My purpose is not to make it sound as if the 
China market and environment is dthe pits;d rather, to bring to light 
problems and areas of concern surfaced by US business operating in 
China, for the consideration of business and government. Where 
appropriate, I have added comments. 

General Comments 

Many US businesses went into China with genuine interest to assist 
in China~s modernization through-effective commercial programs 

Establish long-term business relationships 
However,uimmediate Chinese greed and short-sightedness 
have killed the goosed 

Chased off the small US business which could have made highly 
substantive input and contributions 

China represents a big unknown for most US companies: 
Not enough indications to know what to -tool u up for to do 
business with the PRC 

Chinese bureaucracy complex, secretive 
Chinese structure, relationships, responsibilities unclear 
Difficult to define who the ultimate customer is 
What the needs are/how does product line fit? 
How to get proposed program into the Chinese budget 
How does the budget program wor~? 
US business largely does not know who it should be dealing 
wi th 

Much wasted time, effo~t, money 
Don~t know who players are, how they relate 
Don~t know who decision-makers are, who has funding authority 
Chinese bureaucracy verticalized -- it too often doesn't know 
laterally what is going on 

Senior Chinese decision-making 
Concern in several US companies that large PRC purchase 
programs will be political decisions, not decisions primarily 
decided on economic or technical grounds 

Chinese lackings: 
Incapable of real and extensive reverse engineering 
- LooKs same, bu t ••• •• • • ••• " ••• • • ... ·r e • ,. •• II!. ''"'.~." Lack of apprsc<lat4.cm 1"or:qu~li~:co6t"r",,1 It\.liC .. , etc •• •••• • •• • • • ••• - ·Stainless·sotel!, ·lS-:stat"le~So .teel."· ••• . . .. ... .. . .. .. - .. 
Lack of appre~1~t1dnrunaerstanding of ·whyu 
Lack of supporting infrastructure 



Chinese sti II often work toO £over wp lAl\hat •• th&ya()~III'·atado .. 
- Further behind in manu~aC((Jrih"g: the:r: techflo'~y ::. :: • •• • • ••• • ••• •• •• • •• ••• •• • ••• •• •• •• ••• • ••••••• •• •• • ••••• 

Chinese viewed by US business as very short-sighted in their 
approach to commercial relations with US companies 
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Chinese viewed as Rconstantly on move to get anything free" 
View foreign firms as having unlimited resources 

Ch i nese feel that company'" s prof its from o·ther areas 
should support company efforts to do business in China 
No reluctance to ucommercially steal R anything felt to 
be of value 
- ·What ... s yours is mine" 

Seek lowest price, greatest concessions, push foreign companies 
beyond profit-making threshhold 
Wi II expl oi t to the I imi t the naive company or those who seek .;.. 
deal at any cost 

Younger generation with greater technical skills may begin to 
change short-sighted Chinese approach in dealing with foreign 
companies ("grab and squeeze U

) 

More Westernized, aware, longer-term view 
Better able to understand that companies must make profit 

Chinese have expensive tastes 
Always look first at the high tech end 
Tend to overlook older, more reliable, less expensive 
a 1 tel' nat i ves 
Willing to buy high-tech even if not applicable to the 
requirement 

Factors <almost uncontrollable) in a sale: 
Changing Chinese requirements 
Slow USG licensing _ 
Blocking actions <internal) by other Chinese organizations, 
interested parties 

US companies highly resent assumed PRC intelligence operatives 
placed within their work staffs in China offices 

Severely erodes development of trust and confidence 
Very short-term simple-minded thinking on part of Chinese 

US companies greatly enraged by Chinese efforts to obtain 
technology, corporate proprietary information, and tunnel into 
company organizations 

Chinese efforts to pressure and exploit company US citizens of 
Chinese descent in companies is resented 

High awareness of Chinese arms sales abroad, particularly 
in Persian Gul f •• a ..... .. 

Be lief that arfls·la:1 e9 mrw<); iats :\~e or~i d'n~ :hard currency .. .. .... . . . ... 
that is beina t!Jse~ :toa2n.k~.s<be: t$ew:PUftctia.soes of western , . ~~.. .. . .. ... .. 
military arms·l~~·~q01~lIent 
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Except at some technical l.III€)rkt.trlo. 1 GNel6, CtliP'l@~e-ehave.eytremel y . .. ~.. ... . .. .. ~.. 

I imi ted knowl edge and undfr:sia.nqlinc; ot.~Y5.tem.?",:s~t~$ -1ppr·oach 
• •• ••• •• • ••• •• •• •• ••• • ••••••• •• •• • ••••• 

China: good theoretical knowledge, but not good in translating 
theory into actual hardware 

Severe lack of trained personne] in all areas 
Personnel who are trained at great expense and effort for 
a program disappear and are replaced by unknown new, 
inexperienced personnel 
Problem of persuading Chinese of need for pre-training, 
effective support once system is fielded 

Great lack of trained aircrew assets 
Need for crew training programs 

However, Chinese have not yet Rdiscovered- training 

In-country support: 
Size of contractor effort varies by program 

Smaller programs have no in-country contractor presence 
Larger programs often require extensive support 

After purchase, Chinese tend to blame US manufacturer/supplier 
with any problems associated with equipment, operation, etc 

Often brought about by lack of training, understanding, failure 
to follow tech data, manuals 

Chinese invariably insist that problems are the fault of 
the US company, and therefore it is up to the US company to 
take care of the problem 

Some companies find this a hard issue to deal with 

CASC (China Aeronautical Systems Company) 
Buying arm for Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) 
Organizationally deficient in ability to deal with mushrooming 
numbers of contracts 

Organization small 
One person (XU Xinle) must personally approve all contracts 

Monumental bottleneck 

In-country equipment demonstrations, exhibits, etc very costly 
Expenses can run into $1-2 million range 
One company which operationally demonstrated equipment: 

RThey milked the hell out of USR for an extended period 
Du r i n g the demo, -we wor k ed al 1 of the i r h ar d pr ob I ems" 
(with the demonstration equipment) 

Several companies: will shy away from further demos because 
of high costs, little payback in sales 

Chinese factory conditions: 
Fac tory managers woefu 11 y def i c i en t ••••• ••• •• •• •••• ••• • Absolutely ne~4ssarw to.e6tapli~h a:f&~to~y~~ide training .. ., ... . .... 
program for le. ... gE!IP "a"'$Itac~ur~nCJ :prdgS'ams ••• 

••• •• 4l... ••••••• 
Projected NUm~r·~f·~r~inlng nours sllde 

Requires more hours than anticipated 
No effective tool control system 



. .... ... .. . .. . .. , ....... . 
Th a tIS, ph as i n g On man u fea. tllJ r et .f. produ<: 't 1 OR et 00-1 ~ • ••• • • •• • • ••• ••• •• However, wit h I on g- t er:n: tf a il' \ n~, P': op~r ~afl <1ge"Jefl t ,: : 

at ten t i on to de t a i 1: •• • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• ••••• • 
Turn out a product as good as/better than US factor>' 

US company product support function: 
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One company: taKes on responsibi Ii tyfor. this as a function 
of conditions of the sale 

Program management/direction very difficult in China 
US contractor has expertise 
However, Chinese want to be a full management partner 
One company~s solution: establish a joint management group 
to control factory 

US program manager is chairman; vice chairman is Chinese 
factory manager 
Hanagemen t group plans, reso I ves issues, sets pr i or it i e-=" 

Chinese engineers in US characterized as: 
Good, narrow-vision personnel 
But, not system oriented 

Fallon face from technical and schedule standpoint 

Offsets 

Over 900 companies in US now in offsets worldwide 
Issue of rising sensitivity to US companies 
Will be an issue of increasing pressure on USG 

Defense Industry Office Association coming to USG soon 
Offsets have significant impacts on: 

Balance of trade 
Tech transfer issues, technical assistance, etc 

·Painful, but another competitive_tool" 

Types of offsets: 
Joint production 
C6production/licensed production 
Equity investment (capital) 
Procurement/subcontractor production 
Tech transfer/technical assistance 
Countertrade (compensation buy-bacK, counter purchase, barter) 

LiKe other nations, China wants to develop a self-sufficient 
aerospace production capability 

PRC pushes a minimum offset requirement of 30/0 
However, for many purchases will accept "best efforts" of 
20 or 30/0 

"Best effo~.S· ••• c.om~OY."OIIQi.tlile.Bl 1t.o mE!etuagreed figures, • •• • •• ••• ••• bu t no gu i(r ~n t.4 ••• • • • • • : .::: .,. ... . . .. . 
Often (ilod c> coneli.VoJ\.&I-i,.ty th~t ,CJhMse enterpri"3es •••••••••• 
producing for US contractor must meet all technical and 
other standards required for the product to be used in 
the US or in US products 



•• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• . .. ... ... , .. .. .. 
PRC offset priorities: 1~~~ ~rr~nc~: 2. ~ech:tr4n~fer: 
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One US company"'s view::.·CCiiS-a! ~.cl<£g.a·we.tgh(s ~S:~.o:'::'·final 
Chinese decision 

Some US companies attempting to develop Chinese into suppliers 
vis-a-vis supporting offset trade 

Emphasize direct interaction in the aerospace field 
. Vice counter-purchase, barter, etc 

Objective is to substitute forward-leaning company efforts 
to encourage and assist Chinese efforts to produce parts, 
components 

Use this medium as a counter to offset demands 
Philosophical transition of approaches from being forced 
to give offsets 

Instead, qualify Chinese suppliers to produce under con
tract for the US company, generating hard currency 

One US company: will not agree to fixed offsets 
Gives bidding opportunity for PRC subcomponent supply 

Some corporations setting up organizations to coordinate off
set efforts across full spectrum of corporate activity 

Book credits, trade in commodities 
Coordinate efforts of various operating divisions 

Better resource use--synergistic effect 
Central group become real experts in offsets 

Also, they take the heat from foreign buyer 
Division reps, marketing still Rgood guys" 

One company: don ... t offer offsets unless demanded 
However, now some companies increasingly using as an 
element of marketing strategy 

Problems in conducting offsets: 
Countries overestimate their capaQility to provide offsets 

Demand/negotiate ·XX· of offsets (Example: direct), but 
cannot produce to ~equired quality, specifications, etc 

Or, want to use offsets as vehicle to achieve tech transfer 
Some countries specify transfer of equal technology 

Offset production: 
Contradiction: worldwide over capacity in aerospace production 
To date direct offsets predominantly piece part work 
PRC must develop "build-to-print" capability 

Many PRC aerospace manufacturers cannot produce to 
blueprint specs, particularly "complex· machined items 
Others can meet blueprint (size) requirements for some 
produc t items 

However, lack of capacity in many production processes 
Heat treatment, etc 

PRC suppJ iers often kee~ sl i~pi."g .~el ~ve.r:¥ <:1:tes 
Factory probJ.~~!: :ln1%o. ~nt. 1:Ot .aclorl' bf }J~ companies goes 
to wrong p J a<!e~ .1 de-",ac· .. ed·. r: :.: .::: 

• 41.. •• •• • •• •• Over-compa~~m~ft~at~~~~to~·of·Chi~ese ~rganizations, desire 
to hold information close 

"Knowledge is power· 
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•• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• 
)I •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• 

PRC manufac tured i tems 01!t,~.a l::,ok:a l;'lSe ·the .L.t3-:qut l)·t~ ~roduc t; 
however, in fac t par ts dct.flctt.lTI'Cteot:.i~CS •• • ••• :: : : •• :." 

Example: one company found it took 3 1/2 yrs to get quality 
product off production line 

Despite fact that factory had produced nearly identical item 
for Soviets for 28+ years 

Soviet specifications, quality control requirements not as 
stringent as US requirements 

PRC aerospace materials, associated problems: 
Chinese do not have a qualified vendor and manufacturing base 

Movement with Chinese sourcing very slow 
Much slower than expected 

Not currently capable of turning out required materials, 
products 

Materiels qualification deficient (particularly for 
fly-away use) 
Source inspection lacking (QC, compliance, etc) 

188% inspection of in-country produced items expensive 
Expense of shipping qualified materials to China 
One company: all materials for program processed thru US
facility for inspection, insure QC 

Even those made in China 
Basic materials shipped to China, item manufactured, 
item shipped back to US for QC inspection, then return 
shipped to China for program use 

To date, virtually no certified materials for fly-away use 
All fly-away materials supplied from US 
Many of non fly-away materials have been excellent 

One company: first Chinese quote to produce articles ver~' high 
Also, PRC wanted guaranteed <unrealistic) minimum number 

One company: went in initially with target prices for items 
Followed by multiple negotiati~ns to arrive at price 
Pricing looks favorable 

One company: realizing a 1/3 saving by using PRC manufac~uring 
Despite cost of transporting flightqu~lified materials 
to China 

CAAC worked out favorable transportation rates 
Chinese coming along well on materials specs 
Production involves manufacture of heavily labor intensive 
products 

One company: conducting countertrade for CATIC <China Aero Tech
nology Import and Export Corporation) products 

One company is pursuing with a detailed company plan 
Under plan CATIC proposes products within plan guideline of 
company needs 

US company wi 11 choose .~r;>~u:.\s .to •• t;e Rroduced .. .... :: .... .. ... . .. 
•• •• ••••••• •• PRC appr oac h es: :: .:: .::. • .. •• :.:.::: 
.,.At •• •• • ••• 

One company: ~htieAe<6e·..,an<t- US" cotnparf'y ~o·MarV.et for them 
Assist and advise in marketing 
Develop quality control systems in PRC industry 



•• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• 
After contracts signe~,: I!'~C:S'"i~e Of:t~O tAj.n(S:.tO: rS~opeh 
negotiations to add oe ~Ocr.~. o~'~et: requireme~ts:for 

1 d 1 d d all. ...... • ••••••• •• •• • ••••• a rea y-conc u e con~ra~~s 

Also, frequent attempts to capture offsets on earlier
concluded contracts 

US firms worK to acquire offset credits: 
Trend to insist on offset credit by PRC for training of 
Chinese engineers at aerospace companies in US 
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US companies want offset credit for manufacturing programs 
initiated in PRC, not connected with specific programs with 
offset requirements 

·Offensive- use of offset requirements: 
Use to get involved in large number of Chinese projects 

Establish a base, foot hold 
Become a partner 
Positioned when China ready for bigger things 

One company: views offset requirments not as an obligation, 
but an opportunity to: 

Pursue and develop new business 

• • • •• •• • • ••• • ••• •• •• ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • • ••• •• •• ••• • ••• • 
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THE US 

.. ... .. .. .. . ......... -: .. 
: : ~F:T!:~ 6 : : •• • • ::. ::. 
• •• • • ••• • ••• •• • •• ••• •• • ••• •• 

GOVERI'~Nlu~D ~~as~A'l:E 'Co01='l!RA1Im •• 

• • • • • • 

Representatives from all aerospace companies agree that the US 
Government heavily influences the conduct of business operations in 
China. Most fundamentally, government policy dictates the general 
direction and pace of cooperation in this high technology business 
field. Aerospace, because of its high tech nature, relative high 
visibility and critical importance in national economic and military 
development, is therefore a potential -carrot- for policy use and, as 
a result, often subject to the same ups and downs the bilateral 
relationship is experiencing. This chapter, also heavily organized in 
-bullet- format, will enunciate many of the areas in which the US 
Government plays a role in American aerospace activity in China. 

In the views of company executives across the spectrum of 
aerospace activity the degree of cooperation with the USG is mixed. 
The current political winds heavily impact on the business climate, 
despite strong business attempts to keep business separate from 
politics. US-China relations were strained during the last half of 
1987 into the February/March 1988 time period when this research 
effort was conducted. The issue of Silkworm missiles in the Persian 
Gulf area was particularly divisive, and has impacted directly on 
government licensing, business operations, and security issues. 

In general, businessmen give the US mission in China very good 
marks for embassy efforts to promote and support US business, but 
would like to see more participation by the US Ambassador and senior 
staff in aerospace related activities. US businessmen seek increased 
levels of effort in support of US marketing, particularly in cases in 
which a single American entry is in direct competition with a foreign 
competitor. 

Many companies state difficulty in determining the true direction 
US is taking in the military relationship with China 

Bilateral disagreements, particularly in combination, can and do 
have strong impacts on the commercial atmosphere 

US companies try to keep political issues out of the commercial 
field . 
Political climate impacted heavily on trade, licensing 

Impacts heavily on subcontracting 
More difficult to give work for offset credit 

Recent publicized political factors: 
Silkworm missiles in Persian Gulf (CSS-2 IRBM~s in Saudi not an 
issue during Feb/Mar 88) 
I II i cit tech tr.an<:;.fer i- t.tesr\Pt.e. • • ••• • ••• •• 4~ _.~ ,. ••• • •• 

Poly tech scan~~1 ~n:US:~~ exput9io~ o~ P~:~plomats 
• ••• •••• ••• Si tua t i on in ri;t,et;. •• • ••• : ••••• : •• : •• ••• • ••• ••• •• • 

Textile negotiations (large hard currency loss) 
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L- ..... • ~ 1. t.e •••••••••••• 
Need for a U governmen t Ctlamlll 0" " ... or- uS- DU5.i n,cP<::. ::. :: . . ~ . . .. .. ~~ 

- Official advocate to ~qppor~ .atad ~h ",a~tt:in~ for:C1ina trade 
Of ten di ff i cu I t for aa'COI'hl'an-Y 'ttf ~~elt,: fbr' i'ts'!l ~ •••• 

·Problem: company appears to be self-serving by pursuing 
business efforts even though those efforts can also in fact 
be in support of the larger US interest 

The importance of their efforts may not ~e recognized 
by USG, license review structure, etc 
Company efforts to publicize seen as self-serving 

Amembassy Beijing support: 
Several companies: excellent support, worKing relationship 
Request additional support in bacKing, pushing US products 

Particularly when there is but one US company with a unique 
product in competition with foreign products of liKe nature 

In general, business asKs for strong Amembassy support for 
US commerce 

On several occasions USG representation at important com
mercial events, banquets, etc has been minimal to 
non-existent 

At same time forei gn presence has been at ver:>' sen i or 
corporate/government levels 

Very heavy French presence 
French military attache office being very heavily 
funded for entertainment, marKeting purposes 

Ambassador/State personnel not often involved in support of 
US firm/s marKeting efforts 

·Carter Leprosy Letter· restricting US official participation in 
supporting US defense sales no longer applies 

Must Keep reiterating that this policy is out 
USG/State/DOD should come out with instructions to embassies and 
military attaches not just to remain neutral, but bacK and sup
port US defense sales efforts 
Problem is continuing mind-set of those who served abroad during 
Carter era 

Still under impression should not be supporting such activity 
And a lacK of current emphasis, guidance to the field 

Trend: Seeing a lot more cooperation and help from embassy staff 
But, would still liKe to see more 

Munitions Control Licensing 

The following, by way of introduction to this section, provides 
one respondent/s views <shared by representatives of many companies) 
concerning the role of the USG in munitions licensing: 

uus Government policy, real or perceived, has generally been 
a deterren t to the Rursuj t .pf .bu.si na.s.i n. .• ~h ieflla. I-'lh i I e there 

.a 're. • . .. • •• h ave been for oe"f u : i(n d : I Qt.Cd cCdvdG.l t e.. w) t h ) ne the gover nmen t. 011 r 
perception ha~ ~e~~~~I':y:be~n'~~; t~~e A~J.~utnumbered or· 

-I • ••• ••• •• • outweighed by t~~ nay sayers, and the risKs of pursuit outweigh 
the potential benefits. Policy decisions for release of individ
ual products are generally so delayed that initiative and 
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•• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• 
enthusiasm in the divi.ibd. ~o}:pu~sLit a~e:10st~ :.E~e~ when . '-. . . ~.. . ... .. .. 
approvals are granted, .t~Qy are.of.efl s~ s~Dj~ct·~.~Qhstraints •. ..• t ..•.•.. •. .• .,~ 
that the package becomes unat ractive to the customer. 

Our problems with tech transfer guidelines have not reall>' 
been that they are overly restrictive. We understand the need 
for meaning~ul restrictions. It's my impression rather that the 
problems arise from: 

.-. ...., 
':".l' 

- Gross delays in decision making. The USG just doesn/t get 
its act together in anything like a timely fashion. 

Excessive conservatism based on ignorance. In some 
cases, the decisionmakers/recommenders, perhaps because 
of the press of other dut.ies, just don't inform themselves 
on the risk-vs-reward of release, taking the easy decision 
(negative). (Yes, I might do the same thing if I '-oJere 
still in the Pentagon.) 

The continuing struggle for control over the tech transfer 
process, by no means unique to China.-

The primary regulating and control mechanism which affects the 
sale and export of military and dual use technologies is the export 
licensing, or munitions control, process. Of all the topiCS relating 
to USG involvement in the aerospace cooperation with China issue, the 
licensing process drew the strongest comments. The following section 
is representative. 

Companies are afraid of the use 
Afraid of what government agencies can do to company if company 
appears to step over bounds or angers individual.s/organizations 
in the review process 

EspeCially if company is aggressive in efforts 
Often, as a result, companies over-react to use "words" 

Then companies often become too conservative, not as 
aggressive as should be to make commercial sense 

-" Afraid of breaking rules, stepping on toes 
USG holds licensing/approval apparatus 

Power to ki II this 1 icense and ki 11/inhibi t future 
licenses 

Export license processing time often kills programs 
Can't respond sufficiently fast to requests for proposal 
Beaten out by other competitors (often foreign) who do not have 
to wait for such approvals 

USG licensing increasingly stringent in recent months 
Reaction to Silkworm issue, illegal tech transfer attempts 

Rec en t 1 y- i mposeci .p5'..GVi S06 :0tl· -sptePr t :P~t:t $9 .sOl:fp 1 '\:es , I og i s tic s 
support for on-gdina ~rop~am~ ~m~~r ~rdblem:~r industry 

•• ., i" • . • ••• ••• • •• 
Requires one~~or~O'.t~lac~~en~ o~ def@~~i~ or destroyed 
parts 

Onus on US company to prove previous part destroyed or 
unserviceable 
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•• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• 
Can not pr epos i t i cfl : p:a.r ta • fbr ~ nUn&d i a.t e: rt@e~s:· :: .... '- ....... "' .. . 

Can c r i pp let he • 00 ~ef', fl i s· J:!r n~r ~"'s~ :op~r ~t.i ~Jfs •• ~. • •••••• ~ n·· ... 
Message "sent" to PRL is unreliability of US as a supplier 

Underscores his vulnerability 
LiKely to increasingly lead to PRC sourcing to foreign 
compet i tors 

A policy line which almost certainly will lead to 
distrust 
Heavy and expensive burden on US suppliers 

Overhead costs associated may have heavy impact 

License review system: a "personality system D 

Anyone in license reviewing chain can disapprove 
Visceral reactions by reviewer(s) can Kill a license 
Too dependant on informal system 
Current approval process is a poor system 
Insufficient senior attention to system 
Many reviewing/approving officials don'"t have "big" picture 

Disapproving a license which Kills a sale, often results 
in a foreign company picKing up the business through sale 
of same/similar item 

Policy side of house doesn~t closely enough monitor process 
Tech side of house often has too big a say, worKs to set 
pol icy 

DHard to deal with the licensing system--an individualized system" 
License process heavily dependant on judgment/whims of a few 
people 

State OMC: not manned, equipped, funded to handle current volume 
of licenses 

Licenses, even high-priority ones, often sit in in-basKets 
for extended periods with no action 

One company: closed down production line in China. a.lread>' in 
operation for nearly 6 years 

Couldn~t get continuation license reissued 
Only difference was that of one technical upgrade to program 
which company felt fully licensable 

Military business with China brings about strong reactions 
Particularly in some areas such as military jet engines, 
weapons systems, etc 

Corporate holds "on proprietary interests very stringent 
One company: export licenses have been difficult 

Company dealing with medium technology equipment 
Problems in licensing mostly due to "emotionalism" in one 
military service 

Unab I e to Q9t..9x.por.t .aPflrfNa~ :f~ 
th i s mi I i t:a4y Ie}vi;;;;· • ••• : ••• ••• • • •• 

Equ i pm~. i .i.l ,. Q~' (g&l. ·p,,'&dtu! ed ; 
US company 

~u'~~~t type used by 
• ••• • •••• •• ••• 

~l d-"Un~er license by 

Equipment technically not as sophisticated as other 
similar US equipment already licensed and sold to PRe 



Frustration in dealing with service staffs 
Visceral reactions by reviewing officers 
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Frequent questionable denials and multiple deferrals 
Frequently one individual's disapproval triggers a 
snowball disapproval effect for license as it· moves from 
office to office 

Problems of interpretation of license provisos 
Difficult to know where line actually is 
Hard time intellectually dealing with some of provisos 
More and more licenses issued with provisos 
Provisos often kill sale or make it unattractive 
Administrative/other costs to contractors to compl y ""i th 
provisos eat up or kill profits 

Associated administrative costs can be prohibitive 

Companies would tend to release more equipment/components 
than USG 

Company proprietary interests (technologies, knowhow, etc) 
generally a smaller ·slice" than USG release guidelines 

However, corporate holds on proprietary interests very 
stringent since they represent company's ·lifeblood" 

Tech transfer restrictions: 
No composite hole drilling 
No information on composite materials 
Avionics equipment restrictions (logistics): 

Exchange only on a one for gne basis 
Not just inertial systems 

Removing pages from service manuals 
Manuals are provided to customers world-wide 

Getting these pages from other operators easy 
~ High administrative cost in dqing this 

Hidden danger: liability problem .in event of aircraft 
mishap ariSing from contractor failure to provide necessary 
tech data, change notices, safety bulletins, etc 

Unrealistic restrictions on licenses 
For example, not allOWing Chinese to look at certain aircraft 
components 

However, US companies working joint development program 
with China 

Aircraft involved eventually to be sold to and 
manufactured by Chinese 

Tech transfer restrictions often overly restrictive or do not t.ai<e 
into account Gw~e~t wo~ld.ma~K~t ~apl~.l~ty or existing Chinese .. .. ... . .. .. , 
capabi I i ty •• •• ••• • ••• • • ••• •• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• 

Ch i n ese a l·r. ta.d~ :ob.t:a I n.l.1' 90 .!~~/ s £rn·:i.f aI\: goods, rna t er i a 1 s , 
services 

Example: Reportedly already have in-place and operating an 
imported composite manufacturing capability 



•• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• . .., ... . .. .. .. 
.- Curren t US expor' SJ'U ipe I,. ne2i.:wi.I.1 'l0~ :~e""l-t ~lCch a 

t f : :. ••• •• • ••• •• •• rans er •• ••• • ••••••• •• •• • ••••• 

Defense Technology Security Agency (DTSA) 
Large number of companies report cold, antagonistic, 
non-cooperative atmosphere emanating from DTSA 
DTSA not looKing at bigger picture 

Restricting export of US equipment, often when there is 
comparab Ie forei gn avai I abi I i ty in the marKet· place 
Through export restrictions, losing the US marKet share 
and marKet growth potential 
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US companies being eliminated from international competi
tion because of unreasonable tech transfer restrictions 
-If the French have it, its available at the right price" 
France doing everything possible to MEuropeanize- the 
Airbus 

Cutting out US suppliers 
Eliminate US components which restrict Third Country 
sales 
European efforts to "Europeanize" fighter development 
is another identical effort 

Several US businessmen (involved directly in licensing efforts) 
tooK a critical look at their own company operations in the licensing 
field, with an assessment that their companies are not "smartll in the 
way that that they support marketing activities and prepare license 
requests. Most credit this lacK of attention to the issue of 
licensing to short-term thinking and general company-wide lack of 
appreciation of the critical importance of the process to marKeting, 
sales and operations. Further, many private sector licensing 
officials admitted that their companies do not put adequate time and 
effort into briefing appropriate government agencies and officials on 
prOjected business concepts, plans and programs. As a resul t, the 
first time an official may know that something is anticipated or 
underway may well be. the moment when the I icense application first 
crosses his desk. Without pre-briefing and a context, the license 
application may not survive the first encounter. 

Several companies do informal pre-submission checks on licenses to 
predetermine lay of land 

However, most companies not very good at pre-briefing programs, 
laying groundwork for USG decision-making, licensing actions 
License actions often looked at as a ho-hum by-product 

Necessary, but not well though-out, structured, presented 
Process is often a -crap-shoot-

Keys to success are: 
Pre-briefing USG 
Carefully preparing complete license application 

Absolute necessity for forthrightness, honesty 
ObtainilUl .'-"or ifTl.o,..~arP~ eJ Pc-s-=')"~dy(sor>1 opinions . ~ .. . ~. . .. _., ~ ~ 
Hi gh re:s'0'l~i:-,eWIS'" .fat'. ~ rfqufs t.~ J"r i nforma t i on, 

I 'f' +..... ... · ......... . c ar 1 l~f. .... J. ... n; .... • •• ... .. .......... .. 
USG receptivity to listen to company proposals 

Predisposition to assess company plans and assist company 
efforts rather than opposite 
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.. ... .. . .. . .. . ~ . ..... . 
• •• ••• ••• • •• • & •• • ••• • • •• • • ••• ••• •• • •• • • ••• • ••• •• •• 

Nearl y every company ~ec~tiv.~ :int!?r:vJ.~ ~rtdida~.d:.the 
information gap which exists between government and industry. There 
is widespread lack of knowledge and understanding of IJS policy 
objectives and guidelines for cooperation with China. Again, some of 
these executives state that their companies do not expend sufficient 
time and effort to ferret out this information; however, at the same 
time there is widespread critique that the USG is not articulating its 
goals and policy; that the company~s real indicator of· current US 
policy is the reply to its most recent license request. 

The message received was that US business largely believes that 
they and government should be seeking to foster close cooperation to 
accomplish US goals and interest. Communication is critical to the 
process. Therefore: 

lack of information exchange between government and industry re 
China is not in best interest of all parties 

Useful for government and industry to meet 
Conduct grass roots dialogue 
Better understand policy 
Better coordinate efforts to support US policy 
More direct input from companies to USG 

Approaches, options recommended by industry as a result 
of their continuing operating experience, contacts 
Able to pre-identify down-side effects of some actions 
or policies if undertaken by USG 

Security Issues 

According to .USG pol icy statements China is described as a 
"f~iendly but not allied foreign country" and, as a result, enjoys a 
status quite different from other communist nations. For instance, 
China enjoys Most Favored Nation (MFN) status, is eligible for and 
exercises the US Foreign Military Sales (FMS) system for Security 
Assistance ("technology -cooperation"), and possesses an export control 
status in fact which does not significantly differ from ·the status of 
other friendly but not allied nations. Company officials point out, 
however, that they daily face real-world problems which balance 
politics with security, with seeming inconsistency. 

PRC still on Designated Country list (DCl) 
Security guidelines coming from DIS (Defense Industrial 
Security) 
Policy: China "friendly but not allied" 

However, strong indication that security apparatus moving 
beyond bounds set down/envisioned by policy maKers 

Unrealistic, overly security conscious, restrictive 
Companies .~&.€qgni~&n •• o?·~~~·.o~.s~~urtty, particularly of .. .. ... . .. ~ ~ 
US defens~ frq~~am~ ~~ng.c~CieO o~t .at: 4ame facilities 

Troub I e.'d: ~~: ae,.d?j!lt.i.6n •• t h·a.! m.in~ ·N~'; tr-.;c t i ons ·~r e 
spurious in nature 

Companies reluctant to challenge DIS guidelines because of 
potential loss of facility certification by 000 



•• ••• • a • •• • ••• ~. • ••••• 
• •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• 

Coul d resul t in di~~arrif!g S:~n>'.fr·Qm: aJ"ddrl·ak~";g 
•• •• • ••• •• •• USG defense contrat.tiM·. ••••••• •• •• • ••••• 

Therefore, companies tend to err on conservative side to 
avoid big problems 

Many companies now have exchanges, work programs, cooperative 
development programs with Chinese 
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However, stringent security restrictions do not build, 
encourage trust, friendship, cooperative environment 

Companies feel that such restrictions do not allow company 
or exchange personnel to work productively or build 
peopJe-to-people trust 
Neither side gets full value from its investment 

Exchange programs involving Chinese personnel in US industry: 
Chinese generally hard-working, conscientious 
Follow rules when understand them 
Tightly restricted access within facilities 

Often taken to unrealistic, non-thinking extremes 
Can't see aircraft production lines 
Can't see aircraft they can examine at any air show 
open to general public 
Can't be taken to company offices, dining rooms 

Both US company and PRC exchange personnel frustrated that they 
couldn't be more fully .used during course of exchange 
Many companies feel this hyped level of security runs counter 
to US policy statements and senior-level direction 

In one extreme case, Chinese in training on aircraft 
purchased from US segregated from all other foreign students 
in training, given different badges requiring escort 

Other foreign nationals (not from allied nations) did not 
require escort 

Security clearances: 
Contractor personnel travel ing to communist countries "lose" 
security clearances 

Resul ts in restricted personnel movement, travel 
Personnel working in other (US) programs refuse to travel 

Job security in jeopardy 
Interrupts/terminates work in other programs 

Cause contractors major headaches/forces hard decisions 
Often can't afford to risk loss of an individual from 
a US program -- even though badly needed to support a 
company effort in China for a short period 

Requirement for a US-PRC Airworthiness Accord 

Requirement for a US-PRC Bilateral Airworthiness Accord 
Recommenda~~~s ~r~:i~u?rr:t~t.~AH:n~otiate Chinese 
airworthineis eerti~~c~tiqp '~to:th~ ~l~Ceral under discussion I'. ••• • .... ~ 
Lack of Ai~~o~th)~~)~ ~c~d·~ff&c\6 ~ouction, repair and 
overhaul function 
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New PRC airworthin~s neq~ireme~ts Dean Q9.e.f~et~n exchange 
grab to fund t~e i n~!~:-u t~ on: an!=t.:g~t~ ~~.a :n~ ~qreauocracy 
- Some compan 1 es ~y14'o ;feeos •• • ••••• • ••••• • • .. ..~ . ....... .. .. 

Other have warned Chinese that cost of their next sales wi 1 
be higher if they are forced to pay fees 

That is, certification costs will be passed on to Chinese 
A very small number, to date, have refused to pay this fee 
No currently-published Chinese airworthiness guidelines 

Companies don;t V-now what is being certified 
Strong sense by US businessmen of being "ripped off" 

Companies resent that US has not charged Chinese for 
extensive FAA airworthiness assistance to China 

China now seen as charging US on basis of its education 
·We are teaching them and they are charging us for 
giving them theV-nowledge· 

However, some other countries also have airworthiness 
charges 

•• ••• • • • •• •• • • ••• • ••• • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. ••• • • •• ••• • ••• • •• •• • • 
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I n January 1988 a 15-mon th study under taKen by an advi sor~' 
commission to the National Security Council and the Department of 
Defense (The Commission on Integrated Long-Term Strategy co-chaired by 
Fred C. IKle and Albert Wohlstetter) entitled Discriminant 
Deterrence was released. This report of the commission examines 
the evolving world situation beyond the beginning of the 21st Century 
and maKes recommendations for US defense policy and strategy. China 
figures prominently as an evolving world economic power after the dawn 
of the new century and this study projects that, despite large 
uncertainties which surround China's future, by the year 2010 China's 
gross national product could well pass that of Japan and the Soviet 
Union, moving that nation's economy into second place in the world"s 
economi es. 

The year 2810 is a projection and the date, as well as the fact, 
is uncertain. However, barring major unforseen calamaties, ·attainment 
by China of this level of economic clout is liKely. By virtue of 
increasing economic power and influence (and concommitment expanding 
political and military power) it will be both necessary and desirable 
for the USG and US industry to view China with long-term perspectives 
as an emerging equal. In many respects ·this long-term perspective has 
yet to develop in America's public and private sectors. 

Corporate Planning and Perspectives 

US aerospace companies are torn in several directions by 
competing factors in their approaches to doing business in and with 
China for all the reasons discussed in this paper (and others). While 
there are many detrac tors from coopera t i on wi th the Ch i nese, there are 
also many potential rewards from such cooperation, with high 
potential for substantial business into the out-years. 

It seems to me that there are several areas of shortcomings where 
US business generally has been less than successful in preparing for 
business dealings with the Chinese. US firms should: 

D 

2) 

3) 

Realistically assess the Chinese marKet place and do a 
no-nonsense analysis of the company's capability to respond 
to China's needs. Also deficient: lacK of Knowledge of how 
to assist on the basis of China's real ability to fund and 
absorb purchases. 

t. • • ... eJ! •••••• " • ••• • • . On the ~l~t .. .ot .1 .. eaOO6,le,. tlec-c:j.e·if ·a· ~eal marKet exist~. •• •• ••• • ••• • • • •• for tha i:onuaany .. • .If- so. "'tKe·.tJ'lt "'!fqJJ(site long-term •• ~. •• • • I·· 

commi tmeftt-·to" deei"g"·bu~inEL'ss if ·coMpan\'} resources permi t. 

Deal with the Chinese on an fair, straighforward, and firm 
basis, emphasizing presentation of options to satisfy 
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requ i remen ts ra ~er •• th~n .at tampt.ing. toO .:m.r~tlt."- produc t 
lines for wh i ch :tlet.cchp~y :i; ·pushi n9 :e.a '" afl~ for wh i ch . ~. . . ... . ... .. . ~ 
the China has 1 i.t.:lee or.floC) cou .. relllt ere I!ro;~+~·use. .. ... . ....... .. .. ~~.~.~~ 

4) Make a conscious corporate decision to commit/not commit to 
China operations by first addressing and resolving the issue 
of the corporate perspective regarding profitability. Is the 
company willing to underwrite losses to break into the market 
or is it important to seek profi tabi 1 i ty from· the outset of 
doing business? If the company is willing to operate at a 
loss, how much and for how long? 

5) Work to understand existing and likely future USG policy and 
guidelines. This is a continuing, critical requirement and 
the firm must be proactive in seeking out this· information. 

6) Establish business planning strategies which balance Chinese 
needs, company capabi lit i es/produc t 1 i nes, and USG po I icy .:tnd 
guidelines. 

7) Brief business planning strategies to appropriate USG 
agencies. 

8) Enter into interactive dialogue to mesh public policy goals 
and interests with business objectives and needs. 

Successfully undertaking these outline steps would provide a solid 
foundation for a company to undertake effective business ,efforts. The 
planning necessarily undertaken to support these steps, the review and 
defense'of that planning by industry and before the government review 
process, and the interactive melding of business and government 
interests would provide the company with a much surer basis upon which 
to deal with the Chinese. In short, it is easier to negotiate when 
the company has an established, agreed Rosition which includes 
government backing. 

US Gover nmen t Plan n i ·no an d Per spec t i ves 

I subscribe to the theory that a nation is at its strongest when 
it has good leadership with a communicated vision of direction which 
effectively employs the economic, political and military elements of 
the nation in a coherant national effort to achieve shared goals and 
obj ec t i ves • I n lin e wit h t his i tis i mpor tan t, i f not c r i tic a I, for 
the government to formulate policy through effective blending of 
relevant interests and then articulate that policY in a clear 
understandable way. Policy, as a reflection of life and the living, 
is dynamic and seldom remains static and unchanging. Therefore, 
effective policy formulation and dynamism implies continuing 
commun i ca t i on am.flg-,.eol eva,. t ·i n.ter:e,~: .~Qd'.~ o.rTt i nuous upda te and ., .. ... . . ... 
ar tic u 1 at i on to :a2 1 .1: ttos.~ i"""o l~ecC:: • • •••• 

•• •• •• • ••• ••• ••• •• ••• • ••• ••• •• • •• ••• •• 
A continuing refrain among US businessmen is that US policy 

toward China is ethereal in form, heavily dependant on current events 
and the impact of those events on the bilateral atmosphere. Further, 
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that there is little dial~gua.batween 1~r~efl •• e~d •• ndustry, and 
• • ••• • • • •• •• •• dialogue such as does exi6' ".s Clritnarti y -a. roestll·t Cff·'t:o"i"rontation. . .. ~ . ... . ... .. ~'. 

There is no establ ished ~cli~J1J 1f.~r:.\ntqrO\atj..C3n: i!l olof 2:A ~.rfdustry to 
explain policy changes or provide information updates. Further, 
business representatives state that, aside from the Commerce 
Department, they perceive that there is little USG interest in 
supporting a US national business effort vis-a-vis China (or, most 
would argue, with anyone else either). While policy elements in State 
and Defense by and large are at least moderately pro-business, the 
remainder of the bureaucracy is viewed as either not interested or 
negative. 

If US business efforts in China are to survive and in time to 
prosper, establishment of a much closer amalgamation of public and 
private sectors must taKe place. Whi le both sides have their own 
imperatives and objectives, it seems clear that the interests can be 
largely congruent and that it is to our national interest to bond the
efforts of these two sectors. For government there is a clear 
requirement not to maKe policy decisions solely on the basis of 
loosely-defined political considerations. In the long term, the 
US-PRC bilateral relationship is too important to pass off as 
business-as-usual. 

Politics shape the form of the relationship, but economics the 
substance. Without a willingness to listen and without the 
establishment of mechanisms to coordinate government and private 
efforts, we continue to face the probability of unnecessary 
disconnects and conflicts between the goals and efforts of the public 
and private sectors. Government would be served well by initiating 
efforts to bring about such cooperation and integration of interests. 
Cross talK and increased information flow, development of 
business-government trust and understanding, and clear policy 
articulation would provide the basis for strong and realistic business 
development efforts and furtherance of Rublic policy goals. 

Developing the Long-Term View 

It is to the advantage of all participants, government and 
business, US and China, to pursue the bilateral relationship with a 
long-term perspective. Short-term issues which do impact on the 
relationship must be carefully examined to determine (as well as can 
be determined) the potential for real damage to the substance of the 
relationship. If the issue is sufficiently important, then 
appropriate action should be pursued. If, however, short-term 
considerations are permitted to prevail over long-term interests, then 
both sides riSK damage to the fundamental basis of the political and 
economic relationship -- with impacts that may be largely unforeseen 
at the time. 

•• •••• •• •• •••• ••• • ••• •• . . ~ ... . .. ... . .. 
US and Chin~~e .~n::e,:r~t~. ar.e Cl'qt c:oirtcisteOt:, nor are they 

para II e 1. Nor ar.~ .t.'1e,., .~~r .... i ~"'I~. "to :b~" .J:h~ do, however, show 
congruence in certain areas and at certain times. For their part the 
Chinese will continuously seeK to pursue their own objectives, seeK 
their own ends. This must be understood. 
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.. ... .. . .. . .... - ..... . 
• •• ••• ••• • •• •• •• 

A cha II enge for the :b; 1:& t~ra I: rEC\~ t fQn~b i!p:t.Ji J l:-bs ton t i nued 
effor ts by both si des to :if'ht:tQ~~\2:eC.tl"Ce: lAQ!i.~t·-le: an 111 : •• ~e areas tha t 
are commonly shared, while building the trust and understanding to 
enable both sides to deal with the difficult and non-agreed upon. All 
sectors must have a degree of confidence in understanding that issues 
which are not held as vital to one party or the other (or both) 
will not be allowed to escalate or develop to the point where it 
threatens existence of the basic relationship. 

Based on my discussions with industry I perceive a widely felt 
view that the SilKworm missile issue in the Persian Gulf has resulted 
in unnecessary ·China bashing· which has already had a serious 
negative effect on the relationship, which may be long-term in nature. 
In particul ar, many businessmen feel ·that bi lateral handl ing 
(mishandling?) of the issue has had the effect of seriously 
undermining the hard-fought efforts to develop a degree of trust and 
working cooperation. This atmosphere has threatened the life of the 
long, laborious efforts undertaKen in the past four to five years to 
build trust and confidence in the ability of the two countries to 
engage in constructive dialogue and resolve issues short of calli~g 
the entire relationship into question. Again, while the US may be 
variously accused of ·China bashing,· China must also bear a major 
portion of responsibility for the situation. Chinese failure to 
acKnowledge and publicly deal with the arms sales issue has impacted 
heavi 1 y on their international image. Pol i tical I y, the Chinese wi II 
not fare well on this issue. 

The degree to which the SilKworm missile issue is or is not a 
reflection of vital concern to either country is not the issue here. 
The issue is that it is highly desirable for both the US and China to 
use the vision of the long-term relationship as the yardsticK for 
measuring the relative importance of intermediate issues. That resuJ t 
will have direct, forceful impact on all sectors of the relationship 
-- particularly the economic element. Relative stability in the 
relationship will permit business and industry to compete more 
effectively. Even more important, however, an atmosphere of bilateral 
cooperation, policy consistency, and avoidance of unnecessary waves in 
the relationship which impact negatively and for long periods of time 
or create adverse momentum in large bureaucracies should be sought. 
It taKes years to build a degree of cooperation and trust; it taKes 
only a short period of time to tear it down. 

USG Licensing System 

There is widespread agreement within the US aerospace industry 
(and within worKing levels of the government) that re-engineering the 
muni tions control I icensing process is necessary and overdue. /"la...ior 
complaints are ttu.1; .. thE Rl"C!sel'lt -~Y.S_ tem:i$_cutb~some, extremely slolN. •• •• ••• • • too a.ll-inclusi~J q~P."'efti.;~bl'\\, ~erty-r:e~(rS~ti\.le, and too heavi Iv 
dependent on th~_~i~~ 'ah~ ~~raO~~rit;e9) ~ ~:very small number of 
reviewing officials. A new technology transfer philosophy, it is 
felt, must be formulated and worKable guidelines instituted. Within 
this formulation a means must be found to assess the truly critical 
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elements of technology t~~ V9 ~s~ s~~~Q~a~~,:~~ ~D~~:~rmit transfer 
of the remai nder wi th an: (btl"'~i aled:i41d· .fa~t'r:·moW;ng: l:i censi ng 
rev i ew pr oc es sin or der td ~"'.i·t:.t.h' tJi.·t •• b"cQne: t I"'U h,· c ompe tit i ve 
in world marKets. 

A new focus of defense related and dual use tech transfer 
licensing should be founded on the philosophy of presumption of 
approvability rather than on the predilection to disapprove (in short, 
innocent until proven guilty rather than the reverse).' The policy 
apparatus must retain ultimate authority to approve or disapprove the 
release of any specific request; however, it is critically important 
that policy makers be well informed by technical and other communities 
before any decision is made to release sensitive technologies and 
equi pmen t. 

Unfortunately, at present, that technical Dadvice" is typically 
the review of a single relatively low level official (in the V3.st 
majority of instances, a highly Knowledgeable, experienced, 
technically competent individual) in one of the military services or 
in the DOD structure. Often, because of the small number of reviewing 
offices (small numbers driven by high case load volume and pressures 
to process cases in short time periods), a single nnayD vote may kill 
a license request on the spot unless another reviewing official or 
off i ce chaJ I enges the recommenda t i on for di sapprova I. Usua 11 :lI", if a 
challenge is made, it comes from the policy formulation staff in the 
military service, OSD, or from OSD Munitions Control (DTSA -- Defense 
Technology Security Agency). 

Many businessmen decry the license review ·personality system." 
There are wide-spread beliefs that more checks and balances (read 
-accountabilityn) be put into the system to ensure a fair, balanced 
review that evaluates the license proposal in the light of the bigger 
policy/national objectives picture. ThiS, these businessmen maintain, 
requires more supervision of the system_by senior officials and small 
specialist staffs specifically chartered to screen incoming licenses 
for near-automatic approval/disapproval, or dispatch to approprate 
offices for review and comment (dist~nctly separate from staff 
functions which administratively process license requests -- though 
the two functions would probably best be combined within organizations 
in the military staffs, Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (OJCS) and 
DOD). This system argues for fewer cases to be reviewed as a 
consequence of screening out routine license requests, and more 
de 1 i bera te exami na t i on of the ones that are revi ewed. Recommended a~. 
a part of this process is more commercial involvement with contractor 
input concerning competing foreign products, proprietary concerns, and 
company positions and recommendations on releasability -- positions 
for which the companies would be held accountable. 

Corporate Li cens.i.nq..Effo5"t.s.. ....... • ... .. 
•• i. ••• • •• ••• ••• •• •• ••• • ••• • • • •• •• ••• ••• • • •• • • • ••• 

The US aer~~p~e:~Q~~siry.t~tlh db~e~~~·~ceptions) does not do 
a good job in briefing business planning strategies to appropriate USG 
organizations, or in entering into productive dialogue to mesh public 
policy goals and interests with business objectives and needs. This 
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~-.. .., ........ . 
shor tcomi ng is I argel y a:'f.aS'·ufO'" ~f ~ompany p" ~.n if", tnZi t ten t i on to 
detai I, and a fai lure to:~.el' iJe ~ow:L4--it:ica:l tY! imp~rt4n:t this step i'~ 
to long-term success. I CI~U*hi ~~·erit ... t:tePi t it on • i~ p-at~ t~ br i ef i ng 
appropriate USG agencies, seeking informal (and therefore 
non-binding) inputs, listening to this informal input, 
requesting advisory opinions, and preparing export license requests in 
a "smart" way. Hany companies with independent operating divisions, 
for instance, lack effective internal coordination and, on occasion, 
end up with license requests which are contradictory (~eft hand 
doesn/t know what the right hand is doing). Often the licenses 
themselves are internally contradictory, ambiguous, flawed, lack 
sufficient or accurate detail or, in a small percentage of cases, are 
intentionally misleading. Those companies who do invest in this 
process experience far fewer licensing problems. 

Corporate attention to export license requests which are concise, 
factual, truthful, complete, and which relate this request to 
corporate plans and programs will stand much better chances for 
effective review and better odds for approval. The single most 
important license request element is the reputation the company builds 
over time for the truthfulness and completeness of its licensing 
paperwork. Attempts to omit, shadow or misrepresent portions ofa 
license request may provide a company a short-term tactical success 1t 
undiscovered during the initial review; however, when such an attempt 
is discovered the company must then deal with a poisoned well 
situation in the licensing system. Companies would be well served by 
building a record and reputation for reliable, well thought-out 
representations in t~eir licensing paperwork. 

Finally, and most troubling to me, is my impression of the degree 
to which fear is a very real element which pervades many companies 
I visited when the issue of government licensing for exports was 
discussed. Fear results from: 

What the government could do to a company which, for whate\/er 
reason, has incurred the wrath of individuals or organiza
tions within the review chain 

A general unwillingness of the review system to identify and 
examine the merits of a request, as well as its demerits. In 
short, the view is most often "How much damage can this do?" 
rather than "What gain does the US get from this release?, 
Is the gain greater than the risk?" 

Irrational or uninformed decision-making by a single 
individua1 in the review process 

Belief that a failed license could then poison the prospects 
for future licenses 

•• •••• •• •• •••• ••• • ••• •• 
~. . ~ ... .. .. ... ... 

Possibitll i.ty .tl'lat·RI""ece~c:.lI~"" a ". ec.·l~~:tp a fai led 1 icense, e,r •• ••• ••• • r.~ ~w-

taking \.t ta ~ .t11~e~ le\1~J· in: U ... ·e.~p"Dval chain, would 
result in long-term confrontation with the review system and 
individuals/organizations in it 
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Unrealistic, crippling provisos which make the contract unat
tractive to the customer and non-supportable by the US company 

Inability to carry out company planning, marketing, and pro
grams because of the possibility of the difficulties cited 

This fundamental issue must be addressed. Unless and until it· is, the 
prospects for significant aerospace cooperation with China (and with 
anyone else who is not defined as a close US ally) is decidedly up in 
the air. This situation is a symptom of a Hfailure to communicate." 
It is solvable, but requires genuine and significant cooperation and 
trust-building between government and private industry. 

Internal Corporate Communication 

In addition to my perception that business planning is deficient 
in many US aerospace firms, I also believe that internal communication 
and coordination between operating divisions is often lacking. In 
several companies visited there was open admission that each division 
pursued its own marketing, business development and operations 
virtually autonomously. In some corporations, joint briefings and 
discussions held for my visit by heads/representatives of various 
operating divisions were, on occasion, the first crosstalk sessions 
for the various entities working the China market. Additionally, 
these divisions would often handle their own offset trade arrangements 
with little or no assistance from the corporate center or 
communication and coordination with other company divisions. 

In an era of shrinking profitability due to intense competition 
it would seem that better corporate internal communication and 
centralization of some business functions would be of competitive 
advantage. One trend observed was consolidation of offset trade 
arrangements into·~ne corporate central office, working offsets the 
breadth of the corporate structure. By doing this, one central 
function was able to track total corporate offset obligations, and 
orchestrate the negotiation of offset packages that might draw 
elements from across the spectrum of corporation products and 
services. As a result, more efficient use of division resources was 
possible, sales went up as a result of being able to efficiently 
handle of~sets as a part of marketing, and the corporation as a whole 
was better able to manage and balance a growing volume of offset trade 
obligations. 

Offset Trade 
•• •••• •• •• •••• ••• • ••• •• 

Offset tr~~ (IH::th :ct'rEC t: an<i: i n~i·r:'c t) ~.:, to make an .. .,. ... . . .. . . . .. ~ 
understatement ,·.f JUJ;t i.?:Sve •• in •• th't·US:a~~oAAat;.4 industry. Whi 1 e 
it is possible to use offsets to corporate advantage (and some 
corporations are doing so), the long-term effects of customer demands 
for high rates of offsets are not positive. 



• •• • ••••••••••• •• ••• • • •••••• • • •• ••• •• e. • ••• ••• •• 
• ••• • • •• • ••• •• •• 
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~ •• • • ••• t.. • ..., •• World-wide aerospa~e.Gompe~p+iqn:~~·~~~r~~ aaQ.i9.characterized .. ... . .i5. 
by over-capacity in most production areas. To exacerbate the 
situation, a large number of industrializing nations are actively 
worKing to establish their own aerospace industrial base, seeking to 
achieve a maximum in self-reliance and self-sufficiency. Foreign 
efforts to obtain maximum offsets, particularly direct offsets, wil I 
further increase this world-wide production capacity. As foreign 
coun tr i es become more capabl e in aerospace produc t i on 'they offer the 
potential for increased competition on the world market. 

Offset trade requirements also impact in other important areas. 
First, it is a strong contributing factor resulting in 
reduction/elimination of a balance of payments surplus resulting from 
US aerospace sales. Over the past several years the US has seen the 
aerospace sector/s balance of payments surplus decline drastically. 
As the US seeks to reduce its international trade deficit, offset 
trade requirements often compound the problem by effectivel>' requiring 
that a large part of the value of the sale be reinvested directly in 
the purchasing country. Second, many countries are requiring transfer 
of sophisticated technology and advanced technical assistance as a 
condition of sale. These requirements present problems to companies 
seeking to preserve proprietary interests and who must seek USG export 
license approval to release such technologies. Finally, the overhead 
costs associated with managing offset trade can exceed the profits 
inherant in the contract. Businesses working in China and elsewhere 
may decide that contracts requiring excessive offset demands are not 
viable business opportunities, unless some other factor is of 
paramount importance (holding off foreign competition, for example). 

I believe that the onus is on industry to take action on this 
issue. The government is not likely to take strong action unless and 
until strong private sector pressure is brought to bear. To date US 
industry has appeared to fragment completely as competition has 
focused members of the aerospace industry on short-term 
win-this-contract-at-any-price efforts. Foreign buyers and 
governments have been very successful in inducing this fragmentation. 
It seems to me that at some point US industry must exercise some 
internal control and bite the bullet by entering into a heightened 
degree of cross-industry cooperation to reject offset demands that are 
excessive or which work against the basic interests of the US 
aerospace industry and the US. Unless this takes place I see little 
prospec t for rea I improvemen tin the si tua t i on. 

Chinese Efforts to Acquire US Technology and Information 

A final area I will address are US aerospace business views of 
Chinese efforts to acquire US technology and information through 
i II ega I and ql,Ja$t--rfg).1 Zn4«ll·-: ••• eAZs :Ienre"·~i ~:)AeJ:ear 1 i er in th i s paper, 
my di scussi ons )-4vat l~d.~ :very· .sti-edng; v9r>-:neaa t ive reac t i on to 

• l ~. •• • ••• ~.. •• ~ 
Chinese efforts .~oo.'Ie)e~Joly a~ui""e IJS t.Jefi'\1on~, weapons components, 
electronics, high tech manufacturing equipment, etc, and to the subtle 
-- and sometimes not so subtle -- pressures applied to US citizen 
employees of Chinese descent. 
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•• ••• •• • •• • ••••••••••• 
• • II ••• • •• •• •• • • • • ••• ••• •• . ... . . .. -. ... .. .. 

Among the US aerosO~. b~sa~e~i·f~~Q\~y:I ~4te~t·a strong 
sentiment that, in the t~t'~~st 0; a long-term bilateral relationship 
which emphasizes growth and forward movement, the US should encourage 
an open relationship. On the other hand, the Government of the PRe 
has certain responsibi I i ties in this reI ation·ship. US views on the 
nature of the relationship as regards attempts by Chinese 
organizations to operate beyond the bounds of accepted behavior should 
be articulately stated to the Chinese. Further, these- views of 
China's responsibility to shut down illegal and quasi-legal tech 
transfer acquisition operations must be strongly stated and the 
Chinese made clearly aware that it is held fully accountable for any 
such activity (to include dealing with private groups and individuals 
engaged in -freelancing- operations) and that continuation of such 
activity will have clear consequences. In short, as one business 
executive put it, those activities are totally inconsistent with our 
national views and policy that China be accorded the status of a 
ufriendly, not allied" foreign country. These activites are not 
c ompa t i b lew i t h the Amer i can def i nit i on of the wor d II f r i en d . U 

Final Thoughts 

This research project was of intense personal interest to me. I 
was surprised by some of the results of the travel, and most worried 
by the lac~ of vision that I perceived in some US aerospace firms as 
they loo~ed at the China mar~et. The China mar~et is a tough nut to 
crac~ and doing business in China is not li~ely to get appreciably' 
easier in the future. 

I believe strongly, however, that the US aerospace industry can 
be highly competitive in China over the long term, but that 
competitiveness will be largely dependent on how responsive US 
business can be to meeting real Chinese_needs (rather than our 
preconceptions of what the Chinese need), and how well industry can 
pull in harness with the USG. As a nation we are not going to achieve 
'our greatest potential for long-term success in these endeavors, 
however, without a shared vision of the objectives, and a macro plan 
to get there. 

The bottom line is, as I suspected before I started the project, 
that we in the US collectively lac~ a coherant vision of the long-term 
relationship between the United States and China. Failing that, 
policy and business will continue to be heavily dictated by short-term 
considerations and characterized by unpredictable, sometimes erratic 
movement of the relationship. I believe that it is time for industry, 
government and academia to galvanize a joint effort with the objective 
of determining US purpose, and the desired direction of future 
movement for this very important relationship • 

•• ••• • • • •• •• .. • ••• • ••• •• 
• • • • • • • II • • • • • • • • 
• .. • • • • .. • ." . • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • .... • .. 
• • • • .. • • .. • • • • • .. • • ... ••• • ••• • •• •• • • • • •• •• 
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